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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A study of the psychological and social. factors of 
twelve boys under the cus~ody of Child Welfare Services, 
who were detained at the Rhode Island Training School for 
Boys during 1952. 
General Purposes 
In a broad sense the writer endeavored to study the 
psycho~ogical and social factors in the lives of twelve 
boys, who had originally been committed to the care of the 
State on a charge of neglect or dependency, in order to 
gain some insight into the causes of their subsequent 
delinquency. Some of the general questions tha~ the writer 
attempted to answer are as follows: ii .l). Were the delinquent .; 
careers of these boys deeply rooted in their past of parent-
al rejection and deprivation? 2). 'i'Vhat indications in the 
personalities of the boys could have been utilized toward 
the possibility of preventing delinquency? 3). \Vhat 
indications in the home situation of tbe boys could have 
been utilized toward the possibility of preventing delin-
quency? 4). Was their adjustment at the Center or in a 
foster home prognostic of a later delinquent career? 
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It is the writer's purpose to utilize, to the extent 
that is possible, the Gluecks' and Deutsch's criteria of 
delinquents. However, the writer cannot make £ull use of 
these criteria because of the limitation of his material, 
namely, lack of infonnation derived from psychiatric d@ta 
and Rorshach tests. 
Scope 
The writer selected the cases of all the boys, under 
the custody of Child Welf' are Services, who during the year 
of 1952, had been returned to their own homes am subsequent-, 
ly detained at the Rhode Island Training School for Boys 
by order of the Juvenile Court. These cases nUI:lbered twelve 
out of a total number o£ thirty-two who had been sent to 
the Training School from the Center or a foster home during 
1952. 
Methods 
The writer studied the case records of the boys am 
their fami1ies, utilizing, with the use of a schedule, such 
information as the kind of a home, personality of parents, 
relationships with siblings and parents, length of time 
at Children's Center or foster home, etc. 
The writer was interested in the various factors 
utili zed by the Gluecks in their prediction tables, based 
on social background, such as the affection of the parents 
for the boy, discipline or boy by father, supervision of 
I• 
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boy by mo'ther, and the cohesiveness of 'tbe family. Also 
the writer was alerted to the eight elements in Deutsch's 
profile of a juvenile delinquent as he proposed to apply 
bothDeutsch•s and the Gluecks' criteria to the cases. 
In as many instances as possible the writer dis cussed 
the cases with 'the warker or warkers who had personal know-
ledge of the boys. This procedure was especially mlpful 
----------- --
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wm re lack of recording failed to reveal desired infonnation.l: 
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CFI.APTEH II 
CHILD ~ZLFARE SERVICES 
Laws and Po.Licies : 
r.rhiS Chapter Will include the history I laWS and 
policies, and functions of tho Rhode IslAnd Child Weli'are 
Services. This agency consists of two divisions, the 
child placing unit and the children's center. 
In 1884 the Rhode Island Legislature passed an act 
that established a State Home and School. The ages of the 
children to be adnitted to this schoo~ through the court 
were from three to sixteen. 
In l.882 a conunittee endeavoring to establish an 
institution for dependent and neglected children under the 
cuatod y of the State recommended : 
The establisbr1ent of 2.11 institution which shall be 
both a schoo.L and a home, entirely separate from all 
association with any places of a penal or pauper character, 
to which no stigma of arrest, conviction, sentence or 
previous misconduct shall be attached anu wher·e under fav-
orable cireurnstances the 1:1ttem.pt shall be made to educate 
such children into a virtuous 1 self-respecting and self-
supporting manhood and womanhood.l 
The preceding quoted paragraph states the source for 
the origina.L name and the purpose of the Children's Center. 
The purpose was written into the law in .L885 and re-stated 
in many changes of the law. The following quoted law changed 
1. Henry J. Crepeau, R. I.: A Histort of Child Welfare 
Plannin~, A Dissertation, Catholic-Univors t~ School of 
Social ~ork, 1941 
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the responsibility for ~he con~rol ana mainuenance or ~he 
institution .f1~om uhe Dt1partmerm of' Education to a Bureau 
of' children' a care. 
The control and maintenance or the State Home and 
School f'or dependent and neglec~ed children sha~l be vested 
in the bureau or children's care 10 ·or the division of 
soatal securi~y, within the department of public welfare. 
Said school shall be known as the State Home and SChool. 
The said bUl'eau shall establish a system of goverrnnent for 
the insti~tion, and shall make all necessary rules and 
regulations for imparting instruction, and for the proper 
training of the child ren.2 
In 1886 the placenent of children in foster homes 
from the Home was begun under State auspices as a result 
o:r the crowded condi t1. ons in the School. Up to tihe ~ar 
1905 tihe population of the Home showed a gradual increase. 
Af'tier this year tihe commitments to ~he School increased 
but there was no increase in the mnnber of placer:ents in 
fcs ter homes • 
In 1912 the General Assembly passed an act allowing 
the pa~Eil~ ot board for children placed in rester homes 
and by the end of the year tmre were eighteen children so 
cared for. 
In 1918 tm l:eadquarters of the placing-out department 
was moved to the State Home and School and tih3 work was 
placed under tiB direction of the Superintendent. This 
resulted in a larger number of children bEdng placed in 
foster hones. 
2. General Laws of R. I., 192310 Ch, 114; Pub. J.aws, 
5 
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In 1925 the Children's Law Conmrl.ssion studied the 
Child Welfare needs of Rhode Island. In 1926 a state 
orgsniza'tlon in whiCh all work for childmn was centralized 
was created and knovrn as the ChiJdren 'a Bureau. Its 
purpose was to undertake the State child placing and 
supervise private child caring a:rd child placing agencies. 
In 1935 the Children's Bureau was given supervision of the 
State Hom3 and School and it remained in this capacity 
until 1940. At the present time, th!t Child Placing Unit, 
its services integrated w1 th those of the Children's Center, 
operates under the administrative supervision of what is 
now called, since ~951, RhOde Island C~ld We~fare Sorv1ces. 
The :rollowing laws 1l.lustrate the gemral purposes ~ 
Rbcde Island Child Welfare Sernces: 
Said bureau shail receive, in accordance with the rules 
by it established, suCh children as may be declared vagrant, 
truant, neglected or dependent on the public for suppor 1i, 
as provided in this chapter, who are under eighteen :;ears 
of age, and who are in a sui"Cable condition of mind to be 
instructed, and may rela a.se or discharge any such child 
from i'Cs care and custody to 'Che child 1s relatives or 
others wl:enever the depu'ty chief of the bureau is aa'Cisfied 
that the object of the commitment has been accomplished and 
condi'Cions apper'Caining to such child are deemed to justify 
such release or dis cmr ge .3 
I't is declared to be the object of 'this chap'ter 'to 
provide ror neglected and dependent children, not recognized 
as vicious or crimina..L, such inf.Luences as will lead toward 
en honest, 1n1iel1igent, self-supporting manhood and woman-
~. ~., Sec. 2. 
:; 6 
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hood, the stat e 1 so far as possible, holding to thEill the 
parenta~ relation. But if at any time, in the discretion 
of the director or public we2fare 1 this object can be 
better attained by pla Ci!lS a child in a good family of the 
same religious belief as the parents of such child, said 
director of public welfare slli 11 have the power to do so on 
ccndition that its education shall be provided for by suCh 
family in the public schools of t:te town or city wbe re they 
may reside, or in soma other suitable public school or 
private school; and whenever such a course is desirable or 
necessary said depar'tmEilt of public welfare may pay such 
amount as may be agreed upon for the care and support of 
such child. The director in his dis cretion may place any 
chiJd requiring special treatnent, training or oversight, 
in any institution controlled by per sms of the same 
religious belief as the parents of such chUd, providing 
such s~eial treatmEilt, training or oversight, and may pay 
such amount as may be agreed upon, for the care and support 
of such chiJd .4 
Functions: 
Rhode Island Child Welfare Services carries the primary 
responsibility for the public child welfare program of tm 
state. In contrast to th9 prcgra.m offered by most other 
state child welfare departments, it provides direc't care 
to sons 2ouu children including children committed to i'ts 
custody and others in need of special study or consultant 
services. The Division carries the usual res.:ponsibility 
for coordination of public and private services to children 
to more effectively meet the total needs of all children 
of tm state. 
Child Welfare Services offers t:te following types of 
services in its prcgram: 
7 
Foster care - Children who require long term substitute 
care because of the inability of tb:t ir :fhmilies to provide 
adequately for them are committed to the Division through 
the Juvenile Court. Sone of them are provided protective 
and preven'ti ve servi ee in their <1Rn homes with relatives, 
while otbsrs must be placed in various types of foster care. 
This phase of the program con su.mes the grea'ter portion of 
service, time, and fUnds. 
Institutional. Group Care is provided at the Children Is 
Center. Iu is no.v used primarily as a reception, study, 
and training institution, where the mads of the child are 
evaluated to determine the most suitable plan and to give 
direction 1n case work planning towards the reabsorption 
of the child :1n the comzm.mity with parents, relatives, or 
foster care, or tO'llards more specialized trea trrent. 
F09ter home care is provided by the chUd placing 
unit for such children as will profit· fran placement, and 
for whom hones can be found. Hon:e finding service is · 
offered families w:Is hi~ _to open their homes to children. 
Protective and preventive service through federal 
funds is affered to families and children in nine rural 
towns where ouhe r children Is services do not exist. 
Special services - by law, all ad options am child 
marriages are refattred by the Juvenile Cour't for 1nvest1-
gat ion and subsequent repor'ting to tm court prior to 
hearing and decision. Inquiries from aut-of-state agencies 
on matters relating to dependent or neglected chUdren 
are handled for study and follow-up when indicated. 
Consultation servi oe on any problans affecting children is 
made availa~e on a statewide basis. 
Licensing serVice - by law, the Division l.icenses al.l 
child placing agencies, child cere ins'ti'tuuions and day 
nurseries~ and ~rivate homes boarding children under the 
age of sixteen. 
Thus, it is seen 'tl:at Child Welfare Services consists of 
a broad and varied child welfare p:togram. 
In the .field o.f adoption there had been progress in 
adoption placenent wat"k. The agency is cognizant of tl:B 
" 
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s. Eighteenth Annual Report of the Rhode Island Depart-
me:n'li of Social. Welfare, l.95B, Children's Division, p. 56. i 
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fact that adoption offers max~ seeurit7 to those 
children who cannot look forward to the securit7 a:cd 
protection of tmir ORD. :tamil7. 
The preparatory wortc of the evall.ll tion of adoptive 
hons s , tl:e select ion of the right child, the pre para tio n 
of the child 1l'> take this step, and the adjus tment after 
placement is a time-consuming process.6 
Child Welf azoe Services has a camp program and much 
time and effort is put into construct! ve camp placEtnents 
:for children. 
The further development or the special unit of tha 
State Mental Hygiene Services established in the ChiJdren • s 
Center has been a big step in providing more adequate 
psychological and psychiatric services to a greater number 
o:f needy children. This has helped to establish the 
Children 1 s Center as a study and treatment home for all 
children under public care. Althrugh only a few childrErl 
can receive intensive therapy, it is possible for ~1 
children um er car e to ba ve psychological exam ina t1 ons • 
The medical mads of the children are met through 
utilizing all available medical resoUI:' cas in the community, 
supplement ::1ng the progran developed by the Division's 
medical staff and facilities. Hospital clinics, well baby 
clinics, and tl:e state and federal malth programs are 
available 'CO children cared for by the D1V1.sion and are 
used to a maximum degree. Two staff nurses are available 
6. Ibid., p.6u 
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at all time a for consul tat ion and supervision of the 1» al th 
and ~dieal problems of 1ihe children un:ler care. 
As pointed out previous~y Child Wel. fare Services is 
divided in1i0 the child p~acing suit and tm Children •s 
center. The functions of' the latter can be stated as 
fol~ars: 
The Children 1 s Center (fornerly lim State HmoB and 
School) was originally established in 1885 to care for 
dependent ani negl.ec1ied children on a long-time basis. In 
recent -years with the development of a foster home program 
to care for mosc of the children connnitted to 'the state 1 e 
care it bas become a Center for temporar'Y' care, intensive 
stud,., and treatmem service for children in need ol' group 
livi~. Moot of lim new children received b'Y' the Division, 
on commitlJSnt by the Juvenile Court, are admit ted to tte 
Center for special stud'Y' a:rd planning with the exception 
of infants. Children are returmd to the comnunity as soon 
as possible eitl':e r to their own family or foster families. 
This sliUd'Y' and trea'bnent me uhod. wit bin a group settiDg 
enables chiJd ren ooming from ex'lirame neglected and broken 
hones 1io gain securi t'Y' and some understand 1ng of their needs 
in preparation for J.if e in the conmuni t'Y'. Children who 
oonsistentl'Y' fail to adjus1i in foster homes are ad.mit1ied to 
1ihe Cen1ier for reevaluation and study.7 
Perhaps the hear1i of the Children's Center can be 
said to be the cotuage system. The value of group living 
for certain children with emotional or personali1iy problema 
has been receiving greater recognition through research 
in the field of group therapy and group dynamics. Some 
children cannot accept substitute parents. Otmrs have 
problems of behavior not acceptable in a family setting in 
a community. Through group placement, focus can be placed 
upon the development of the individual child and his re-
il 
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ac~ions in ~his setting. The cottage parent utilizes the 
group situation fer care, observation and study of each 
child. 
--=----==__:;:: ----- -----------
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Causes of De~inquencz 
This chapter will review the literature in regard to 
the causes of juvenile delinquency, its treatment and pre-
vention. Although this will be a general review particular 
attention will be paid to the Classic work done by the 
Gluecks1 , since their research into this problem was 
monumental in scope and detail. 
The Gluecks' research into the problem was performed 
with two goals in mind. The first one was to dis cover, as 
nearly as possible, those factors which, on the basis of 
comparisons with similar factors in the lives and personal-
ities of non-delinquents, are crucial to delinquent 
behavior. The second was to validate a series of prediction 
tables on the basis of which qualified and skilled observers 
can predict tendencies toward delinquent behavior at an 
early age. 
AboU; ten years ago the Gluecks began an intensive 
study of SUO delL~quent boys (then at an average age of 
eleven years) who were carefully matched, case by case, 
with 500 non-delinquent boys living in the Boston area. 
The matching was in respect to age, general intelligence, 
1. Sheldon and E~eanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile 
Delinquency. (Uew York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1950). 
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ethnic derivation, and residence in underprivileged urban 
sections. 
Their findings exploded sone myths concerning the 
causes of juvenile delinquency such as comic bookS, more 
rigid discipline in education, radio, movies, alcohol, etc. 
I' The characteristics of the delinquent and non-delinquent ' 
groups showed striking similarities. The schooling and 
nativity of parents as well as the alcoholic habits or 
mental retardation in the families of such parents were 
foum to have little significance. Other factors that 
were found to have a non-causal significance were the 
length of time the boys lived in underprivileged areas, 
the kind of housing, tm size d f'ami.lies, or the culture 
cmflicta in their enviromnm t. The intelligence-scale 
ratings, and the physical heal.th of both groups seemed also 
to be substantially alike. 
Their conclusions as to the f'act<rs with probable 
caual significance were startling and revealing to the 
wri1ier. The Cluecks qualify these conclusions with the 
explanation that in examining delinquency it was d1f'ficult 
to differentiate the hereditary from the environmental 
factors. 
The delinquents as a group were d1at1ngu1shed from 
the non-delinquents in five areas: 
1. Physically - essentially mesomorphic in 
constitution (solid, c~osely knit, muscular). 
~. Temperamen~ally - in being restlessly energetic, 
impulsive, extrover~ed, aggressive, destructive 
(often sadistic) - ~rai~s whiCh may be related 
more or less ~o ~he erratic growth pattern and i~s 
physiologic correlates or consequences. 
;,. In a tti tu:i e, by being hostile, defiant, resentful, 
suspicious, stubborn, socially assertive, advent-
urous, unconventional, non-submissive to authority. 
4. Psychologically, in tending to direc't and concrete, 
rather than symbolic, intellec'tual expression, and 
in being less methodical in 'their approach to 
problems. 
5. Socio-culturally, in having been reared 'to a far 
greater exten't than the control group in homes of 
little,'understanding, affection, sta.bili~y, or 
moral fibre by parents usually unfi't to be effect-
ive guides and protectors or~ according to 
psychoanal~ic theory, desirable sources for 
emulation and the construc'tion of a consis'ten't, 
well-balanced, and socially normal superego during 
the early stages of charac'ter developmen't.2 
Albert Deutsch~ in his study of the anatomy of 
delinquency attempts 'to construct a prof'ile of the juvenile 
delinquent which is not consistent with the findings of the 
Gluecks'. The elements included in this profile are: 
1. 
4. 
The delinquent is most apt to come from a rather 
large family in the low-income brackets, living 
in crowded qU4rters in a con@Ssted neighborhood. 
He is likely to be of somewhat under-average 
in~elligence, according to standard tests. 
He is more ap"C to suffer from physical impairments, 
such as eye and ear defects, 'than does the average 
non-delinquent child. 
There is about a fifty-fifty chance that his home 
has been broken by divorce, separation, death, 
disease or institutionalization of a parent or 
parents. When the child is living under the same 
roof with both parents, the family is apt to be 
rent by parental dis cord - largely candit ioned, 
perhaps, by the pressure of unfavorable environment. 
~. Ibid., p. 281 
~. II'birt Deutsch, Our Rejected Children, (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1950. 
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5. His delinquent career is likely to begin at just 
below ten years of age • 
6. He is likely to be backward 1n school 6 and to 
truant rather often. 
7. He is more apt to sui' fer from emotional disturbance 
then his non-delinquent contemporary. 
a. In a large proportion of cases 6 rising in direct 
ratio to the seriousness of the offense 6 other 
members of the family - parents, brothers, sisters -
have delinquency records.4 
It is interesting to compare Deutsch's conclusions with 
those of the Gluecks '. Some of the elements in his profile 
of the juvenile delinquent are lis ted as non-causal by the 
latter. For example, size of the family and kird of housing, 
rent paid by fab r, intelligence according to standard 
tests, physical impairments, are listed as non-causal 
factors by the Gluecks' while they included as causative 
factors by Deutsch. Later on in this chapter the writer 
will include sone criticisms of the methodology and find-
ings of the Gluecks '. 
Among the causes of delinquency increasing emphasis 
has been put upon early behavior pe. tterns which emerge out 
of specific life experiences within family relationships.5 
Recent -years :00. ve shovm a trend t<l'l ard blame and punish-
ment of parents for the child 1s delinquent behavior. How-
ever this trend has been replaced by a more· social.ly 
mature one - that which recognizes parenthood as a living 
4. Ibid., P. 185 
5. Margaret B. Hodges, editor, "Juvenile Behavior 
Problem," Social Work Year Book, Boyd Printing Co. 1951. 
P• 277. 
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related process with problans for the parent, as well as 
gain for the child. 
The physically separated fwmily is no ~onger considered 
the only deteriorating influence upon a child. Also, 
contributing to his problem and delinquent behavior is 
exposure to disharmony between parents a.r.d tl:.e use of tre 
child as a pawn between them. 
Biological L"llpetus in growth begins at puberty arxl 
is accelerated in adolescence. Vlhere basis pa.ttems of 
relationship have remained unsound and hostile in character, 
adolescence is hazardous for the adolescent arrl society. 
Although adolescents may achieve physical and emotion-
al maturity, they do not simultaneous.Ly achieve mature 
social and economic status. This lag is seen as one factor 
in the problem of delinquEnt behavior. 
William Healy6 describes the types of reaction re-
presented by delinquency as follcws: 
1. 
4. 
Attempt to avoid, even as a temporary measure, the 
unplea.smt situation by esca!e and .t':tight from it. 
Attempt to achieve subatitut~ve compensatory 
satisfaction through delinquent activities. 
Attempt to strengthen or bolster ul the ego wounded 
by fee1ings of inadequacy or infer ority. 
Attempt to get certain ego-satisfaction th~ugh 
direct and conscious or even unconscious express-
ion of revenge attitudes - perhaps through hidden 
desire to punish parent or otmrs by conduct that 
will make life difficult for them. 
6. William Healy and August F. Bronner, New Light on 
Delinquency and Its Treatment, Yale University Press 1936. 
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5. A~temp~ to gain a maximum of self-satisfaction, 
to inflate the ego by generally aggressive, anti-
socia~ attitudes, that is, by the exhibition of 
definite hostilities and antagonism to authority. 
6. Response to instinctual urges felt to be thwarted. 
7. The wish for punishment was clearly discernible in 
a few instances and suspected in others. This seek-
in' punishnent - delinquent behavior probably -
of ering an opportunity for being punished - was 
always a response to a conscious or unconscious 
sense of guilt.7 
Barnes8 states that unfavorable environmental conditions 
should unquestionably be studied and every effort be made 
to eliminate them in the hope that delinquency and crime 
will be lessened. But he cautioned against being too 
optimistic. He points out that we do not know as much as 
we 111m about the etiology of delinquent behavior. In one 
case a broken hom is the predisposing caus~; in another 
mental defect and poverty; here we find "bad companions" 
and a pair of indifferent parents; there some endocrine 
disorder. Sometimes delinquents are asked why and how they 
happened to commit a certain disapproved act. Although 
their reasons cannot be taken too seriously, it is interest-
ing to hear this one say "wild west movies," this one 
attributes it to "liquor," and tmt one blames "women. 11 
Lundberg9 writes that the main causes of delinquency 
can be divided into two groups: {1) Those immediately 
?. Ibid., p. 134 
8. r~rry Elmer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, New 
Horizons in Criminology (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
1943, P• 968). 
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associated with conditions in the home, and (2) those 
which may be attributed to industrial, health, and social 
conditions of the community. Many of the causes which may 
appear to relate primarily to home conditions have their 
source in economic insecurity and health hazards properly 
chargeable to community conditions. 
The causes of child delinquency directly related to 
the lack of no nnal home life may be divided into four 
groups: 
i 
1. Deprivation of parental care through the death :i 
of both parents, abandol'lllent, birth out of wed- 1) lock, mental or physical incapacity or imprison- d 
I' 
ment of parents. 1i 
2. Homes broken by the death of one parent, divorce, l1 
or separation, desertion, imprisonment, or ii 
physical disability. ;I 
3. Poverty, or insecurity or inadequacy of income 1i 
because of unemplo'Ylllen't, uns'table employment, lOR ii 
wages, subnormal earning capacity, loss of 
property or means of subsistence through drought, 
floods, or o1ile r disaster, lo as of income and the :r 
expenditures incident to sickness or accidents. fl 
4. Low standards of living arrl bad bome condi 'tiona i 
caused by mental disturbance, subnonnal mentality, '_:,_I' 
ill health, instability, shiftlessness, intemper-
ance, innnorality, ignorance, or oomestic disoord.lo !I 
Doniger11 writes that because of our failure to !j 
reco;Jlize the importance of the emotional component in :1 
most, if not aJ.l, of delinquent behavior, that all of our '' 
attempts at so-called treatment of the juvenile delinquen,; 
are so fraught with confusion and lack of insight. We 
10. Ibid., P• 28~ 
11. !Iiii'On Doniger, "Delinquency Requires Treatment," 
Survey Midmonthly, Vol. LXXXIII No. ~~ MarCh, 1947, p.7o 
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glibly say that delinquency is the result of poverty, 
slums, brokEn homes, and since we cannot do much to solve 
these larger problems anyway we .frequently find ourselves 
doing nothing specific or constructive. 
He goes on to say thlt undoubtedly broken hanes, 
poverty, slums, and~ like are contributing factors to 
delinquency. They can be precipitating factors or even 
catalytic agents as far as delinquency is concerned, but 
experience bas shown that they cannot be charged with the 
specific causes of juvenile delinquency. If that ·were so, 
ill chlldren liv~ urder conditions of poverty, .!!_! 
children from broken homes would become juvenile delinquents. 
Doniger points out·. that 11 indi vidual studies of 
delinquents, instead of generalizations have shown that 
even a broken home, frustrating as it may be, is not 
pathologica~ per se. Delinquency results in the broken 
home only when tm adult members of the famil.y compensate 
.for their own frustrations by using the lives of tlB ir 
children as emotional outlets, preventing tl:e children .from 
resolving early attachments and charging every attempt at 
independence with such guilt and anxiety as can by a~layed 
only by co~tting antisocial acts. Or delinquency occurs 
when parents totally raj ect their child:re n because of their 
own infantile preoccupation with their own needs, to an 
extent which denies the child any semblance of familial, 
affectionate relationship. Thus, the influences of poverty 
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and of slums operate selec'tiively and only those children 
whose ego-structure has been seriously weakened by a de-
priving, frustrating, and anxiety-producing environmen't 
succumb to its effects. The rest do noli." 
In exploring the vast amoun't of literature tmt J::as 
been writ ten on tbe subject of the causes of juvenile 
delinquency, tbe writer feels that Doniger•s interpretation 
is one of the most penetrating and succinct he has en-
countered. He clear.L y differentiates between the alleged 
causes of juvenile delinquency ru1d 'the underlying causes. 
He states that poverty in itself is only a contributing 
or precipitating cause as all children in poverty are not 
delinquent. It is the emotional maladjustment of the 
parent ·ar parents that is the underlying cause •. It is at 
this point that the writer wonders whether our approach 
to the problem of juvenile delinquency lihmugh the emotion-
al and psychiatric door is the most direc't one. Doniger 
says tJ::a t frustrated parents are so engaged in infantile 
preoccupation with their own needs that t.tey cannot form 
an affectionate, healthy relationship with their children. 
But. what caused the parEI'l ts' emotional frustration and mal-
adjusbnent? Poverty? Slums? What caused the parents' 
frustration and maladjuStment? Again, poverty and slums? 
If the slums and poverty and broken homes hadn't been 
there in t:te first place, ~ rhaps the parents themselves 
wouldn't have been emotionally sick ard unstable so they 
---- ...... ------ ------
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could not form pooitive relationships with their children, 
who were being delinquent became of tbe parents' emotion-
al illness and instability. In otter words t~ \vriter 
wonders whether poverty and emotional sickness go harxl in 
hand or whetmr the one is possibly the cause of the other. 
Burtl2 made an intensive study of two hundred 
consecutive cases or juvenile delinquency, using an equal 
number on non-delinquents as a control. In his timings 
no single cause was found. Mora than sixty special factors 
emerged as predominating in the group of delinquents. And 
even when he turned from the study of the group to single 
individuals, he found as many as~ a dozen diffe:ren t factors 
operating in eaCh case. 
From tl:e se findings he states the following: 
Crime 1 then, in tm bur11an indiv:ldual is assignable 
to no single uni-versal. cause, nor yet to two or 
three. It spp±ngs from a wide variety, and usually 
from a multiplicity, of alternative and converging 
.factors. They differ in different cases, and in 
every instance mere than one is present. Accord-
ingly, the psychologist of today, unlike the 
criminologist of the past, is no longer om tent to 
invoke on al.l-explaining reason- inheritance, 
poverty, epilepsy, or an inborn defect of the moral 
sans e. Nearly always he finds, when he looks for 
them, not one explanation, but half a dozen ex-
planations for a given act of crime. This is of 
supreme importance for treatment. It is not enough 
to deal with the most obvious fact: all the sub-
versive factors must be discovered and removed. It 
is not the last straw but the accumu1ation of straws 
.'i 
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tlia.t breaks the camel's back; and i1' the camel is 
to be relieved, it is not sufficient to lift away 
just one single blade or wisp. They must be un-
loaded, all of them, one by one.l3 
Abrahamsenl4 emphasizes that every factor which pre-
vents the child from a healthy emotional growth will cause 
eitl::e r juvenile delinquency and/or mental disturbances, or 
psychosomatic manifestations. For that reason:, anytihing 
that curbs the l:ealthy development of a child is cause for 
delinqu&cy. Inability to read can be such a cause, 
though i-u is frequently only a surface symptom based upon 
emotional d1 fficult ies. Children suffering from a physical 
handicap may become so emotionally warped that it may lead 
them into crime. 
All the fac'tiors which bring about delinquency are by 
and large unspecific strains and stresses eliciting a 
panic or alarm reaction whiCh, in a potential offender, 
may manifest itself in a crime. What: really takes place 
is a disturbance of the emotional equilibrium which 
determines emotional adjustmen;. And this disturbance is 
caused by precipitating events. Thus, the transition of 
a potential off'emer into an actual one occurs through 
precipitating causes. Precipitating causes are many and :i 
varied. It cruld be an over-p:rotective and rejecting il 
13. Ibid., P• 161 
14. !5iVId Abrahamsen, Who are the Guilty? (New York: 
Rinehart and Co., Inc. 1952). 
mo~her, a rejecting father ar too rigid toilet training. 
Abrahamsen goe a on to conclude that there are no 
known specific fac'tc:rs that can start an individual in~o 
crime. From his studies, he believes that it is evident 
that family tension plays an enormous role in the initial 
development o1' ~he emotional disturbances leading in~o 
delinquency. With family tensions and dissensions come 
infantile fixations leading into development of symptoms 
that are part of the general maladjm tment structure of 
potential as well as actual of ferrl. ers. 
The WTiter will conclude this portion of the chapter 
on causes of juvenile delinquency with a qualifying 
interpretation of delinquency by Powers.l5 He writes that 
it is not accurate to believe that delinquency is always 
symptomatic of personal maladjustmen1i. These boys are not 
psychologically sick. They are not particularly maladjust-
ed within their own culture. Their habits of COilli!litting 
antisocial acts are acquired just as the o'ther habits 
common 'to their particular group are acquired. They are 
not outstandingly unhappy or neurotic compared to the non-
delinquent child under t~ same conditions. He states: 
The relatively few who advance from minor 
delinquencies into mare serious crimes are 
generally thea e who are re 1a tively less happy, 
15. Edwin Powers and Helen Witmer, Prevention of Del-
inquency, The Cambridge-Bone rville Youth Study (New YorK: 
Columbia University Press 1951). 
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consulting these distinguishing traits and characteristics, 
it is possible to determine the relative significance of 
the numerous factors and forces, which, in theli• dynamic 
interplay, make for persistent delinquency. Also it 
should be further possible to concentrate psychologic, 
psychiatric, and sociologic activities in those areas 
where action gives highest pronise of good results, instead 
of blindly galloping in all directions at once. 
The Gluecks concede that general difficulties in coping . 
more effectively with juvenile delinquency must long remain. 
Some of the sources of etiologic pressure can be handled 
only indire ctJ.y. Little can be done about bodily dis-
harmonies and dysplasias and to the extent that mesomorphic 
constitution and conditions antisocial behavior the problem 
can only be handled by directing the energy of the growing 
boy into socially acceptable channels. Also basic biologic 
problems cannot be coped with except in terms of hereditary 
control. 
In general the Gluecks believe that social action 
should be concentrated in the early manifestation of mal-
adjustment and personality defects of the child rather 
than when the path of delinquency has progressed as far 
as the courts, training schools and prisons. 
It is generally accepted that delinquent behavior 
represents an acting-out of feeling impulses. 18 Such 
18. Hodges, ££• cit. p. 278 
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impulses are frequently translated into action so quickly 
that the child himself is unaware of the feelings motivat-
ing his behavior. In acting out emotional conflicts, they 
derive substitute gains in lieu of satisfactory relation-
ship values. 
Segregation was the earliest method of dealing with 
delinquent children. This nsant training schools w1 th 
their program that ranged from punitive incarceration to 
rehabilitation. Most training schools are overpopulated 
and few have adequate facilities for diagnostic and thera-
peutic care of their children. 
Establishment of juvenile courts was an important 
step in separating the juvenile and his problems from 
those of the adult. Emphasis, first on sociological and 
·psychological study, followed by probation, indeterminate 
sentences, and parole, resulted in a loosely integrated 
system which has not produced continuous social treatment 
for the children involved. 
It is generally agreed that knowledge of the 
delinquency problem far out-distances practice in the 
treatlll3nt of it. There is need for inc.reased facilities 
and increased professional skills. 
It is interesting to note that Lunden19 in discuss-
19. Walter A. Lunden, Juvenile Delinquency 
(Universi~y of Pittsburgh, Pitt., Pa., 19~6). 
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ing program and methods of preventing juvenile delinquency 
included the rollow.1ng statemenu in the prologue: 
In the prevention of crime there is a method so 
ancient that it seems modern. While it lacks much 
of the scientific technique of the present, never-
theless, it is sound in prin c:i ple. Let every man 
set his own life in order. Next let him reform his 
own family and household. After this let the family 
refor.m the neighborhood. After all neighborhoods 
are changed, then remake the province. Then, finally, 
the nation will be remade and crime will disappear.~O 
And this statement was written by a supposedly 
scientifically-minded authority in 1g~6l 
Deutsch21 in dm cussing the prevention of delinquency 
writes succinctly and broadly that no realistic program 
fur reducing delinquency to a minimum could possibly be 
complete without consideration of the need for changing 
our culture. He maintains that the social cesspools must 
be cleaned, the social swamps drained. He has little 
patience with those experts who stress exclusively the 
individual child as the focus of preventing delinquency, 
who are s:ke ptical of "mass" or environmental approaches 
to the prOblem, who raise the timeworn question of why 
one child be cones delinquent in the same enviromnent, 
poverty-stricken or o'th9 rwise, and otre rs in the same 
family or in the same neighborhood do nou. 
Deutsch answers this by saying that juvenile delin-
~o. Ibid. p. ~11 
~1. Deutsch, ~· .£!.!•, P• ~89 
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quency is chronically epidemic in certain areas and are 
usually associated with certain conditions of ~iving; 
therefore, constructive action can be taken with tmt 
knowledge alone without waiting for the ultimate answers 
to every question or piece of research. He believes that 
the problem should be apprca ched in a similar manner of 
the epidemiologist in public health approaches an epidemic. 
The epidemic Will not necessarily strike dovm every in-
habi'tant in tm t area. Some are susceptible and some are 
immune. Althott5h he doesn 1t know the basic factors 1n 
susceptibility and ~uni'ty, he does not let this gap in 
his knowledge deter hirn from app~ying effectively known 
methods of mass protection. He drains the swamps and 
destroys the disease-bearing insects. With the elimination 
of the associative candi'tions, the disease disappears. 
Thus, Deu'tsch believes, as in an epidemic, that the 
problem of delinquency extends far beyond the delinquent 
parent, beyond the delinqum t communi'ty, to a delinquent 
society. Any nation 'that tolerates the social swamps 
that breed delinquency is rejecting the children as surely 
as any paren't ever rejected a child. 
Deutsch concludes: 
We must think in tertns of a better socie'ty, of re-
placing crime-breeding slums with low-rent housing 
fit for our future ci'Cizens to grow up in; of 
abolishing that social disease we call poverty; of 
creating more meaningful social values and moral 
=~~--~=='-~==~7==- =-- -_ --r~~- -~~~=-c-= 
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goals than the shoddy ones that pos seas so many of 
us in everyday life; of eliminating the racial and 
religious discriminations that produce antisocial 
tensions and resentments; of building community 
interests in terms of the society of the child as 
well as the society of the adu~t:Z2 
Cohen2~ writes that traditionally the delinquent 
child was placed in an institution in order to remove a 
menace fran the community. It was hoped that incarceration 
in an institution with its loss of freedom and emphasis 
on discipline might make the delinquent think twice before 
committing another act which would return h±m to this kind 
of existence. However, these methods have not proved 
successfu~ in deterring delinquents from repeating their 
unlawful acts. At best they have done no more than delay 
a repetition of thl crime for the period of incarceration. 
He goes on to say that a positive approad:l must be 
substituted for a negative one; the delinquent must be 
encouraged to look for acceptance instead of rejection; 
he must be helped to umerstand his own problems and some 
of tre destruct! ve ways that he bas been taking to solve 
them. 
Lundberg stresses the a~l-powerful environmental 
factor in the eontro~ and prevention of delinquency when 
she states: 
~~. Ibid., p. ~9~ 
~~. Frank J. Cohen, Children in Trouble, (New York, 
w.w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1952) 
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What of the community that places the label of 
delinquency upon a child who plays truant because 
the school curriculum is not fitted to his degree 
of ID9ntality, but negle eta to study his mental 
condition and provide school work that he can profit 
by, or tl'a t sends a child to an institution to 
correct his incorrigibility when his parents are too 
poor to feed and clothe him properly or provide a 
home in a decent neighborhood 'l The best juvenile 
court, buttressed by the most adequate socia~ 
agencies, cannot cope with the problem of delin-
quency if the connnunity neglects ita du'&y of provid-
ing a safe environment for childzen.24 
Criticisms of the Gluecks 1 
Since the writer has devoted particular attention to 
the work of the G~uecks 1 1n this chapter, he will include 
two pertinent criticisms of their methods and findings by 
two socio~ogista. 
Rubin25 points out that the Gluecks' bacic assumption 
is erroneous, ~eading to a method of work which invites 
challenge. The unsound method inevitable leads to an 
erroneous conclusion. Their apparatus for the prediction 
of delinquency and their "causal law" are invalid. 
In dis cussing the methodology, he points out tm t 
the G~uecks selected 500 institutionalized delinquents 
and 500 nondelinqUBn'&s with residence 1n underpriviledged 
neighborhoods. He interprets this to mean that the attempt 
24. Lundberg,~· cit., P• ~27 
25. Sol Rubin, Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency -
Illusions in a Research Project Using Matched Pairs," 
The American Journal of Sociology, Volume LVII, Number 2, 
September 1951, P• 1o7. 
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was made to exclude residence in underprivileged neighbor-
hoods as a causative source for purposes of the study. 
He also states that the Gluecks were erroneous 1n 
not taking into consideration the fact that the delinquents 
were institutionalized and tha. t any examination of them 
will provide information about institutionalized offenders 
and not about offenders in general. 
Although the Gluecks found that Rorschach tests and 
psychiatric findings indicated important differences 
between the delinquents and nondelinquents, Rubin points 
out that the tests were administered in correctional 
institutions so that the two groups were of markedly 
different total social background, one group being an 
institutionalized group, the other with no experience in 
the institution. 
He concludes his criticism by citing two outstanding 
facts thlt emerge from the study. Firstly, in place of a 
study which sought steadfastly to eliminate environmental 
factors as well as to eliminate them from a causal law, 
the force of social (or environmental) causation of delin-
li f! quencz proves irrepressible. And secondly, institutiona-
l! lized children differ from children who have not been 
institutionalized. 
Thus, Rubin does not believe that the Gluecks' study 
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has explored these facts. 
hoods cause delinquency? 
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Why do institutionalized children 
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differ from children who have not been institutiona~ized? 
Another critic~ Re1ss~6 from the viewpoint of the 
sociologist also (incidentally there were no sociologists 
among the members of the Gluecks' resear.ch staff) finds 
many deficiences. He points out that while there was 
remarkable close agreement on I.Q. and ethnic origin 
between the delinquents and nondelinquents, age and 
neighborhood environment were less well matched. 
He questions the various assumptions regarding the 
inevitability of delinquency as a consequence of the 
person's "physical and psychologic equipment." 
Reiss also concludes that the inadequate sociological 
designs of this research does not permit the assessment of 
social factors as causal factors and/or as limiting 
candi~ions. He answers negatively to the question whether 
this study made a contribution to the scientific study of 
criminology since most of the elemen~ary criteria of 
analysis~ e.g.~ reliability and evsJl.uation o!' the nature 
of the relationships have not been met. The interpretation 
of the data, particularly from a sociological perspective~ 
does not follow from the data presented. However, he feels 
that the data could be reworked and re-evaluated. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF CASES 
Out of a total of thirty-two cases of boys, who, 
under the custody of Child Welfare Services, were sent 
to the Rhode Island Training School for Boys in 1952, 
the writer has arbitrarily selected those boys or that 
total who were returned to their own homes and living 
in them at the time the! r delinquent behavior became 
serious enough for them to be sent to the Training 
School. These cases numbered twelv.e. The wri~er 
studied the case histories of each boy and the family, 
extracting such data as previously listed in Chapter I. 
The twelve cases have been presen~ed in the order 
that th!J writer studied each one. 
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CASE ~ 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
Tony is a fifteen J8 ar old boy, robust and well-
bui~t, functioning at an intellectual level of border~ine 
deficiency. He was committed along \r.lth his three older 
sisters to the State in 1944 on a charge of neglect. 
The conditions in the home at the time of commitment were 
indescribably filthy and squalid. Tony and his sisters 
were examined at this time and were found to be suffering 
from fU th, pedicul.i, and malnutrition. All of them had 
been truant regularly from school. 
The father drank a good deal, gave little money toward 
support of the children and blamed the mot be r and children 
for the home conditions. When any attempt was made to 
place responsibility for conditions upon him, he became 
very antagonistic and threatening. He had a police record, 
including robbery and assault. 
The mother appeared to be a rather helpless, inadequate, 
easy-going person. She displayed ambivalen~ feelings 
toward father and was obvious~y afraid of him. 
II. EXPERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
Tony remained at the Children's Center for three ard one-
half years. During this time, his adjustment· was poor. 
He constantly ran away from school, stole, and was a 
behavior problem when in school. He was a bed-wetter, cried 
easily, fought with younger children, used vile language, 
lied and blamed others for his difficulties. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN OWN HOME 
Finally, it was decided to place Tony in his ovn1 home, 
a1 though conditions in the home were not conducive to 
improvement. Two o£ his sisters had returmd hom;, from 
discipl.inary institutions. However, placement in his own 
home did not prove successful far Tony. The emotional 
factors that had originally been instrumental in Tony's 
commitlJ'Bnt were still presen~ in the home. Fatm r 
con~inued to wom irregularly, drink, end showed little 
interest in the family. 
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IV. DELDJQUENT ACTS 
Five months after placement at home, Tony got into 
trouble. He and anotre r boy who was on probation stole 
four cars and drove them about the city, and then abandoned 
them. Since this was the first time he had been in 
trouble , since his return hOIP.e , he was not punished by 
the judge. 
Three months later Tony was apprehended with some other 
boys for mistreating cows by overfeeding them and hitting 
them with rubber hoses. For this he was placed on 
probation. 
Five months later Tony was arrested for breaking and 
entering the house of a college professor. He was brought 
into Juvenile Court and committed to the Rhode Isls.nd 
Training School far Boys until furtm r order ot: the court. 
There is not much doubt that Tony's delinquent 
behavior stemmed from ·his extremely unfavorable home and 
family conditions. The pattern of rejection and depriva-
tion by his parents resulted in little super-ego develop-
ment. As the Gluecks wrote, his parents were not "de sir-
able so~~ces for emulation and construction of a consistent, 
well-balanced and normal super-ego. 1' 
Possibly placement in a warm and understanding foster 
home might have altered his pattern of delinquency, but 
this can only be speculative. Then again it is possible 
that the causative elements of his delinquency were so 
severe at the tilre of connnitment when he was six years ol.d 
that a foster home setting would not have been of thera-
peut ic value. 
i 
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It is the writer's belief that the placanmt of 
Tony in his own home was unwise since the same conditions 
that caused his commitment still existed at the time of 
his placerrent. His parents were still immersed in the 
poo.t. of tmir own neurotic connicts. 
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CASE 2 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
Alvin is a sixteen ~ar old boy, Pro~estant, well-built 
wi~h so:t1ewbat r.d.gher than average in~ellectual ability. 
He was co.mmitted to the care of the State in September 
1946 on a charge of dependency. There were five siblings, 
all girls, who were com~itted at the same time as Alvin. 
There was always friction betv1een the mother and fatm r. 
The mo~er neglected the children and drank excessively. 
After referral ~o a farr.ily agency, mother was found mentally 
i~l and was confined to the State Hospi~al for Mental 
Diseases in 1945 with a diagnosis of dementia praecox. 
She has remained tm re un~il this date. 
The father has always main~ained an in~erest in Alvin and 
his other childmn. Since he could not ge~ a divorce from 
the moth9r, he has always lived with several women, a 
factor whiCh has operated against his repea~edly expressed 
desire to have the children home with him. 
II. EXPERIENCE IN FOSTER HmllE 
Alvin was placed in a foster home for a short time after 
commitment, bu~ an upset condition in this foster home 
necessi~ated his return to the Children's Center. He was 
placed in a second foster home in a matter of weeks and 
he remaired in that home unliil he returned to his father 
in June 1951. 
During his placement in this foster home, Alvin apparen~ly 
made a good adjustment. He received excellent marks in 
school ani far a time expressed an ambition to go on to 
college and study to be a reporter. At school. Alvin had 
no scholastic difficulties at all, but at times he did 
displ~y aggression and the school principal felt that he 
might have some diff1 culty in adjusting in junior high 
school. 
To the various workers who had conliact wi~h him, Alvin 
always presented the picture of a quiet, introverted boy 
who expressed feelings of inferiority concerning his 
ability and achievements. 
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During this period of foster home placEment>, Alvin visited 
his father fairly regularly, although he d1 splayed a good 
deal of ambivalence toward him. He took part in neighbor-
hood athletics, atten:led church regularly, and vrent to 
S'Ulllnl9 r camps • 
III. EXPERIENCE IN OWN HOME 
Alvin returned to his father's home in June ~951 after 
the father's repeatedly expressed desire to ba. ve his 
children home. Alvin appeared somewhat indifferent about 
going home, but finally agreed to go home. 
IV. DELINQUENT ACTS 
On October 10, 1.951 Alvin was brought into Juvenile Court 
for having commit>ted indecent acts in the presence of 
girls. At this time he was placed on probation. 
In March 1952 A~vin appeared 1n Juvenile Court for 
committing an indecent attack upon a ten year old girl. 
Before and a.:fter the attack, he threatened to choke the 
girl if she screamed or told anyone about the attack. 
However, she had run hysterically to her parents, ani they 
had notl.fied tm police. At this hearing Alvin was ordered 
detained at the Rhode Island Training School for Boys. 
In A~vin's case his emotiona~ disturbances did not 
manifest themselves as an overt behavior problems until 
he was fifte»n years old. On the surface he appeared to 
be making a good adjustment 1n his foster home and in 
school. Inwardly, however, he was undoubtedly experiencing 
distorted sexual fant>asies stemming from his unresolved 
conflicts. 
Perhaps the return to his fatter's home might> mve 
been the precipitating factor in Alvin's aggressive 
sexual acts, although this is speculative. He knew his 
father was promiscuous with several women and when he 
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came hom.e to .Live with his father, there was a woman 
living w1 th him at the time. 
However, it is probable that A~vin•s sexual 
devia~ions can be attributed to his ear~y years of 
deprivation and rejection. It seems evident that he 
needed psychiatric treatment, but since this was not 
possib~e, he was sent to the Training Schoo~ to protect 
society, but it is extreme~y unlikely that A~vin himself 
will benefi~ from incarceration. 
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CASE 3. 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
Joe is a rather thin and small boy of fifteen -years of age 
with marked Oriental features. He is Catholic and he has 
better than average intelligence. Fourteen years ago he 
was committed to the care of the State on a charge of 
neglect. 
At the time of his commitment paternity for Joe had never 
been establiShed legally and it was believed that the 
putative father was either Philippino or Chinese. 
The mother's early history was not of any apparent signi-
ficance until she reached adolesence. Her relationship 
to maternal grandmother was described as hostile. The 
grandmother was allegedly abusive toward mother whereas 
the maternal grandfather was usually lenient with her. 
At the time of Joe's birth, he was the mother's third 
child born out of wedlock. The first child was a girl who 
died at the age of seven, and t:t:e secorrl. child, a boy, was 
subsequently adopted. 
For a year and a half, the mother cared for Joe until it 
was reported to a protective agency that she was 
illegitimately pregnant for a fru rth time and was being 
abusive to Joe. For two consecutive days mother would 
beat, curse, and threaten to kill Joe, and for a week 
following She refused to feed him, and upon one occasion 
placed his head in an oven. 
Following Joe •s commitment, mother served six months at 
the Women's Reformatory, hav~ been charged with lewd, 
wanton and lascivious conduct. In December 1940 mother 
was transferred to the State Hospital for Mental Diseases 
where she remained until September 1942. She was not 
found to be psychotic, but was diagnosed as having 
personality dti'ficulties dating back to adolescence. 
In 1944 abe married a Philippino, who was a chiet· steward 
in the Navy. He was the father of her last two children. 
In this household was another child born out of wedlock. 
II. EXPERIENCE lli FOSTER HOME 
Soon after his commitment in 19~9, Joe was placed in a 
.foster bone until Augus 1i 1945. During tbe se years, he 
enjoyed good health and made a good adjustment in the 
foster home. The mother always continued her interest in 
Joe to the extent that she would not sign an adoptive re-
lease for him. However, she did not visit Joe very 
frequently. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN OWN HOME 
In August 1945, a year after his mother's marriage, she 
requested Joe's return home to her and stepfather. 
Separation fran his fee ter parents proved q1;ite ·traumatic 
to Joe who actually refUsed to leave the home. However, 
the placement was made. A year after Joe's placement with 
his motiher, be was involved with the police for pulling a 
i false alan:n. He wruld go around telling people that his 
mouher was not married and he showed a marked decline in 
schoolwork. Right after lihis period his mother gave birth 
to another child • Through supportive casework help, both 
mother and Joe were able to understand each other better, 
to a point where stepfather petitioned for adoption of him, 
and in June 1947, the case was closed since the adoption 
was granted. 
IV. DELINQUENT ACTS 
There was no further contact with the family until November 
1949 when the case was referred to Court fer re-commi tmenti 
of Joe. In April of that same year he had been brought to 
Court for setting fire to the draperies in the main dining 
hall of a hotel. During this court session he inf'armed 
the judge that he feared his parents and did hot want to 
return home. He said he had committed this act in order to 
get sent to the Training School. He was detained at the 
Training School .far two months and later returned ho.me al-
though he objected strenuously to this plan. From June to 
November 1949 Joe was in constant difficulty at ho.me and 
in the community. He had run away from home a total of ten 
times and was a constant truant from school. His relation-
ship with his mother was described as one of hostility 
during this period and he actually was asking for separation 
from his family. Therefore, he was re-committed to the 
Children's Division and placed at the Children's Center. 
He remained at the Center until the following summer when 
both he and his mother requested his return. His adjustment 
at the Center was one of complete conf-.o:nn1ty and from a 
pathetic, frightened child he learned to hold his own and 
was able to compete favorably with his age group. His 
school wo :rir aJ.so improved notably at this time. 
Joe remained home until May 195~ when he was again returned 
to the Center. Up until March of this last placement, he 
seemed to be doing well, but then his old pattern of 
behavior re-appeared and fran March until May he was involved 
in several delinquent acts, which included the following: 
tampering with autos, se~ting fires, physically abusive 
toward younger children, truanting, running away from hol!l.e, 
and forging of a check. However, two weeks later he asked 
to return home. 
During the subsequent period at the Cen~er, several months 
went by withou~ particular incident, except during a two-
week period in the summer when he went home on vacation, 
remained a few days and ran away from his mother, return-
ing to ~he Center. He could not verbal! zs why he bad run 
away. On a subsequent weekend visit home, he con~acted the 
grippe and remained there longer. When he recovered, he 
refused to return to the Center, and for a month adjusted 
fairly well until he began to be truant from school, ran 
away from home and ultimately broke into a furniture store 
taking nothing. At a court hearing he was returned to the 
Center. In ~he beginning of 1952 Joe was again in Court for 
stealing and pulling a knife on a cottage father, and 
running away after he had been refused a week's vacation at 
home. He was again returned to the Center where he remained 
un~il March of l.952 when he placed hiiLself in his former 
foster home aft~ repeated difficulties at ~he Center and 
in school. 
During the first six months of l952 - at times when Joe 
was in a state of emotional upheaval - the adoptive father 
bad been stationed out of the state and the mo~her was very 
ambivalent in her relationship with Joe. At times she was 
very hostile toward the agency and tbe community, deferxl-
ing Joe completely, and at other times being equally 
negative abouu him, berating him and be lit ting him. 
In August 1952 Joe was in court on a cJ::arge of stealing 
one hundred and fifty dollars. The motrer borrowed to 
repay ~he money. 
Later in the same month, he appeared 
the stealing of articles from parked 
park. At this hearing he was sent to 
Training School for Boys. 
in court again for 
cars at an amusement 
the Rhode Islan:l 
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Joe's pattern of behavior indicated a constant need 
to return home, but while at home he inovit;ably got; int;o 
difficulties. He usua~ly became embittered in the home, 
ran away and cot1D'l.iuted delinquent; acts in uhe community. 
Until recently Joe had been unable to express 
hostility toward adult figures, especially his mother and 
stepfather. Apparently 1 his only means of freeing himself 
from the hostility he felt was by his overt delinquency 
in which he had been involved for several years. The 
writer feels that th<3se delinquent acts were a way of not 
only punishing himse~f, but his mother, since he apparent-
~y would perform them just to leave his mother and return 
to the Center. He has revealed strongly a...rnbiva~ent :feel-
ings towards his 1uother und ulso the siblings in 'the home. 
A~so Joe manifested feelings of inadequacy about his being 
of Oriental origin in part. 
Again there is no doub't in Joe's case his patter~ 
of delinquency l.Jad its root in his severe~y deprived 
and rejected childhood. Arnbiva.Lence was the principal 
therne between him and his mo'ther. They were both almost 
compulsively drawn to one another only to draw apart 
equally compulsively. 
It seems that it would have been much better for Joe 
to have remained in his foster hone where he was making a 
good ad jus ttnent instiead of forcing him to retiurn home when 
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he had actually refused to return home. This had been 
a traumatic experience for him. Whether or not his 
delinquency would have appeared if he had remained in this 
foster home can only be speculative. However, this writer 
feels that the agency was unwise in forcing him to return 
to a home that was not conducive for tm growth and 
construction of a nor.mal super-ego - one of the causative 
factors in the Gluecks' book. 
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I. EARLY HO'ME LIFE 
Aime is a seventeen year old boy, husky, wall-built, 
functionine at a borderline aefective level of intelligence. 
He is Catholic and was committed to the custody of the 
State in August 194~ of a dependency charge. 
When mother was fifteen years of age she was committed to 
the Long Lame Farm in Connecticut because of inability to 
adjust at hone or in school. During this period she became 
so disturbed that she was transferred to the Connecticut 
;I 
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State Hospital for treatment. Later she cane to Rhroe Island ; 
and obtained worked at the State Hospital where she met 
father and was married in 19~2. Then it was discovered 
that father had not been divorced from former wife by whom 
he had seven children. He was sentenced to prison for five 
years on a charge of big~ay. Mother and two children were 
committed to a Catholic institution wbere she remained 
until 19~~. She was later sent to a hospital for observa-
tion became of erratic behavior. Her mental age was 
determined at nine and one-half years. Then she went to 
the horne of her parents after which she was committed to 
Exeter School. Subsequently she \Vas paroled from there 
and tried to establish a home for her family. 
When father was six his parents were forced to place him 
in a children's institution. He was placed in several 
institutions and at the age of twelve left the State Home 
and School (Children's Center) to work as a cabin boy on 
board ship until the age of sixteen. He has held many 
different kinds of jobs. 
At the time of Aime's and his sister's commitment the 
father was having difficulty in looking after the children 
since the mother was in Exeter. He seemed to be sincere-
ly interested in the children's welfare and was reluctant 
to have them comrni tted because of the unpleasant memoria s 
of his own institutional experiences. 
II. EXPERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
Aime had been a behavior problem since commitment to Child 
Welfare Services in 1943. He was pl~ced in a foster home 
but had to be returned in two months because of repeated 
complaints in school of his behavior. 
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III. EXPERIENCE IN Oi\IN HOME 
In November 1944 Aime went to live with his parents and 
sister. During this period he was excessively truant 
from school, supervised a six )ear old boy's stealing of 
articles from a store, and set fires in the neighborhood. 
In March 1945 he was returned to the Children's Center. 
In 1946 he was returned to his home again where his father 
was able to supervise him to some extent. 
IV. DELINQUENT ACTS 
In Febrmry 1950 father died. From that time on Aime 's 
delinquent behavior became mora pronounced. He was brought 
into court when he attempted to molest a five -year old 
girl sexually.He was released and sent home to his mother 
only to be retumed to court on charges of breaking and 
entering with several other boys. Again he was released 
to his mother under supervision of Child Welfare Services, 
but subsequently he participated in a series at some 
twenty-three breaks with thirteen otrer boys. At this 
hearing he was sent to the Rhcde Islmd Training School 
for Boys. 
Aime 's unfavorable childhood was mar led by the 
absence of his motm r from the hone for prlong periods 
due to her disturbed ccndition. During the periods that 
the mother was in the home, she was too emotionally unstable 
to have a healthy relationship with Atme. 
After his father's death, Aime's delinquent tendencies 
became mare pronounced. While he had been alive, the 
father had bean able to supervise Aime and had exerted a 
stable influence upon him. Upon his death, it was as if 
a cork were released and Aime's id forces had nothing to 
restrain tmm. 
It might have been better for Aime to have bean 
returned to the ChildrEn's Center after his first delin-
i 
i\ 
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quent acts after the death of his fat J:B r. Whether he 
would have remained tt.e re and made a reasonably 
sat is factory adj us tne nt is problema tical. However, it 
would seem that there were not auf ficient strengths in 
the mother to effectively control Aime. 
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Case 5. 
fi I. EARLY HO!E LIFE 
il 
1: Eugene is an eleven year old boy, a slight and small, 
I freckle-faced boy who is slightly below average in intell-
igence according to psychometric Deats. He is Catholic and 
was comnitted to the care of the State in May 1948 on a 
charge of neglect. 
Eugene's mother was abandoned by her parents when she was 
about a ~ar old and she was committed to the State Home 
and School as a result. She did not go beyond the sixth 
grade in school. She was a congenital syphilitic and 
received many "shots." Because she felt t.hat Eugene was 
experiencing the same problems she did as a child, she 
identified with him. In June 19~1 she was referred to the 
Bradley Home as a behavior problam. Between 19~ and 1940 
she was at the State Hospital for Mental Diseases wre re she 
was diagnosed as a psychopathic personality with schizo-
phrenic tendencies. 
Eugene's father was one of seven children whose mother died 
while they were very young. The children were placed in 
foster homes. He never did make a good adjustnent and was 
continually getting into trouble. He was admitted to the 
State Hospital for :Mental Diseases in 19~ with a diagnosis 
of manic-depression. In ~932 he was discharged and re-
admitted in 1936 after the death of his first wife with 
whom he had one child. In 1940 he married Eugene's motmr 
whom he met at the State Hospital where they both had been 
patients. Four children resulted from this second marriage 
among whom was Eugene. 
The children were committed to the care of the State because 
the home was unfit to 1i ve in and mot her was in the hospital 
with a djagnosis of pelvic inflammatory disease. Although 
the ns. rriage had been stormy, it had held together. The 
.father had been in and out of work almost regularly. 
Eugene had always presented more of a pehavior prob1e.m 
than his siblings. He was born in 1942 at the State 
Infinnary, teethed at six months, walked at eleven months 
but did not talk until he was three years of age. He was 
seen at the Child Guidance Clinic in 1945, was unable to 
stand, refused to walk or feed himself and indulged in 
frequent temper tantrums. In 1948 he was described as 
hyperactive and boisterous. He seamed to be his mother's 
favorite. 
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The child of the father's first marriage was committed to 
the care of tl:e State in September ~940. The four children 
of his second marriage, including Eugene, were committed 
in May J.948. At this time mother received hEi. p from the 
agency psychiatrist and some improvement was seen. Both 
parents had some insight into their own illnesses and how 
it affected Eugene. Mouher identified with him and express-
ed apprehension that he might have inherited their mental 
illnesses. About this time her father committed suicide 
and this had a deteriorating effect upon her. 
II. EXPERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
Eugene's adjustment at the Children's Center was very poor. 
He promoted fights, hit other children, displayed temper 
tantrums and ran away frequently. In the beginning he was 
shy, a~oof, and covered his face when anyone came to talk 
to him. He had to be separated from his sibl.ings because 
he might upset them. He took separation from his mother 
very hard. 
In 1950 he was expelled from school. for fighting and other 
episodes. He visited home frequently although his mother 
cruld not ccntrol. him. He continued to mmifest aggressive, 
almost sadistic behavior toward other children and toward 
cottage parents although mother commented frequently on 
his J.ove for animals. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN OWN HOUE 
His running away increased to three or four times a week. 
He 1d run home but his mother could not keep him. His 
temper tantrums became extreme and on his visits home, he'd 
become involved with stealing, constantl.y demanding money, 
kicle d and tl:rew stones at her. 
IV. DELmQUENT ACTS 
Eugene was repeatedly returned to the Cent er by the war ke r 
but al.most tmmediatel.y he'd run away home ag.ain. 
Psychiatric appointments for him were impossible to keep 
since he ran away so orten. He revealed ambivalence toward 
his mother., kept running away, knowing tmt she could not 
really take him. He was picked up by the police for purse-
snatching and stealing from a downtown store ar.rl finally 
after becoming more and more frequently involved with the 
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lj police, he was detained at the RhcXi e Island Training School 
for Bo,a, pending exploration for the intense psychiatric 
treatm€11 t he needed. 
li 
It is evident that ~ugene's emotional disturbances are 
closely connected with the deprivation he suffered since 
childhood. All his behavior symptoms reveal a pattern of 
acting out his inner conflicts. He seems to be torn 
between the mad of being at home with his mother and yet 
lmowing at the same time tm t she cannot give him the ~ove 
and security he is demanding from her. The mental illness-
es of both parents have undoubtedly aggravated ~~ emotion-
al situation. Nobody had been able to establish a strong 
relationship with Eugene. His aggression and sadism were 
defense mechanisms he ae'C up to prate ct himself fran the 
outside world which he did not trust and feared. Because 
of the strong tie with his mother, he could never accept; 
foster home placement. A't times he verbalized the feeling 
that he was alone and nobody cared for him. He somet~s 
expressed doubt that the illness of his moths r was tle 
reason far his commitment. He had the feeling that she 
just didn't want him. 
==~=== 
Case 6 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
Peter is a small, thin, red-haired boy with rather weak 
facial features, and a dull-normal intellectual capaci~y. 
He is fifteen ~ars old and Catholic. Bo~h Peter and his 
younger brother, Paul, were committed to the State in 
February 1949 after having been detained at the Rhode 
Island Training School for Boys pending their commitment. 
The rather's history shows a pattern of alcoholism and 
imprisonmmt due mainly to drunkenness and disturbing the 
peace. He bad a long record of arrests and fines on 
alcoholic charges. During the many periods of resulting 
unemployment, it had been necessary for the family to be 
helped by public assistance. 
The mother appeared to be a weak, inadequate woman who 
complained constantly abru t the father's behavior and 
blamed him entirely for the poor conditions at home and 
the problems created by the boys' behavior. However, she 
herse.Lf refused to do anything about it. She related to 
various workers how the father broke down the doors 'When 
he was intoxicated, threw the furniture around, and created 
such a disturbance that she and the two boys were terribly 
frightened. She was extremely ambivalen'C tavard the fatmr, 
tolerating him one day and being disgusted wi'Ch him the 
other. 
At the tir.-e of commitment the family lived in a second 
floor three-room 'Cenemm t which was deplorably filthy 
botih inside arrl. out while the sanitation facilities were 
inadequate. 
There is no record of the family relationships of either 
the mother or father. 
Be:fore commitment to the Children's Center, Peter had been 
involved in a number of pe.tty stealings with his younger 
brother, Paul, who was the leader. Peter had been 
subject to spells since 1946 and these were diagnosed as 
petit mal epilepsy. In a psychiatric intierview at tbe 
Center, he mentioned tmt he had bad "fits" during the 
night in the past. It was felt that Peter was very 
dependent upon his brother Paul and was very insecure and 
emotionally younger than his chrm ological age. 
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At the age of eleven he was anuretic and soiled his clothes. 
He continued to have epileptic seizures and was receiving 
medic at ion for tm se. 
II. EXPl-!1tiENCE AT THE CENTER 
Because of his epileptic fits and low intelligence, Peter 
made a poor adjustnent at the Cen'ter. Be was hyperactive, 
effeminate, and extremely dependent upon his parents. 
His epilepsy was sar.ewhat controlled because of tm clooe 
supervision he received at the Center. The mo'tbar respond-
ed much more war.mly and maternally to Peter than she did 
to his bro'ther, Paul. 
III. EXPERIENCE IU 0\"N H<lJ!E 
In October 1950 Feter was retur.ned to his home and a few 
months later his brother Paul was returned. For about six 
months he made a good adjustment in the horne. His enuresis 
stopped and his epilepsy was controlled medically. Also 
he seamed to lose some of his feminine characteristics. 
However, canplaints were received from school t:ta t both 
boys were acting up and seemed to be; suffering from mal-
nutrition. Mo'ther canplained that she ha:d no cm trol 
over them and blamed conditions on father. Tm father was 
hostile and uncooperative, blaming the mother because he 
worked late at ni f§lt and could not assume the responsibility 
of the children. 
IV. DELINQUENT ACTS 
In January 1952 both Peter and Paul were detained at the 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys for rifling cars, 
shop-lifting, roaming the streets 1st e at night, and 
attempted automobile theft. 
Peter's pattern of delinquency emer> ged almost 
inevitably from tho neurotic and disordered behavior of 
his parents. He must have been subjected to many terrible 
scenes of his father indulging in violent orgies of drink-
ing and destruction. It was evident that he was over-
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protected by the moli:t:er who probably had guilt fee~ings 
abouli not loving him. Peter's emotional disturbances 
were fUrther complicated by his epileptic fits and his 
dependence upon his brother Paul, who was smarter and 
more reckless in his behavior. 
Both boys were returned to a home in which previous 
unfavorable conditions had not changed. The father showed 
no interest in the boys' welfare and the mother was too 
weak and inadeQlate to do anything about it except to 
project the b.La.me upon the father. Perhaps more of an 
effort should have been made by the agency to place Peter 
in a gpod foster home and separate him from his brother 
who was always a bad inf~uence upon him. Of course at 
this time the mother was showing an interest in him and 
it is possible that he could not accept a foster han e. 
Case 7 
I. EARLY Hm.E LIFE 
Paul, the younger bro~er of Peter, in the preceding case, 
is a thirteen -year old boy, small, well-developad, red-
haired with roguish eyes. His intelligence level, accord-
ing to testa, is of a dull normal quality. He was 
commi'tted to the State in February ~949 along with his 
brotlBr 1 Peter. 
(Far family background, see preceding case concerning Peter). 
Before co:rmni tment Paul was at the Rhode Island Training 
School for Boys for stea.Ling and sleeping in cars. It was 
said that his mot l:er blamed him for all tl:e family troubles, 
including the fact that his fatJ::e r was alcoholic and in 
j~il. 
A't a psychiatric examimtion at the Training School before 
commitment, Paul was described as a wall-developed and well-
nourished, rather small boy with red hair and freckled 
face 1 :m gul.a r features, except for malfo I'l113 d teeth. He 
showed signs of emotional instab:U.ity since early life 1 
was anuretic until the age of four years, and had the habit 
of finger-nail biting. He was described as a restless 
child who longed for excitement. Frequently, he boasted 
of being a good shooter and expert knife thrower, and said 
he belcnged to a neighborhocrl gang who would liberate him 
from the Training School if they only knew where to locate 
him. He spoke abru t going to Texas, using guns and murder-
ing people there. 
II. EXPERIBN CE AT THE CENTER 
When he arrived at the Center, he displayed aggression, 
identified strongly with his fatl:e r, and hit the otl:B r 
children. He seemed to enjoy scrapping and all sports and 
in spite of his small size was an excellent athelete. 
It was felt at this time that Paul had tremendous guilt 
feelings about all the things for which his mother blamed 
him, such as his father's going to ja'11 and his brotrer 
Peter's epileptic fits. 
\Vhile at the Center Paul was involved in several episodes 
of running away, stealing and en e of fire-settix:g. At 
this time he spoke bitterly abcut religion and denounced it. 
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Attempts were made to place Paul in a foster home but 
these efforts were not successful as he resisted upon 
the grou:rrls that if the home did not have a harse of a col't, 
he'd rather remain at the Center. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN FOSTER HOME 
Finally in September 1950 Paul was p~aced 1n a foster 
home. He seemed to make an excellenli adjustment; 1n this 
home, was adored by 'the rooter parents and got along with 
the other boys in 'the home. However, he was unable to get 
along in the parochial school and finally was excluded 
fran there • He went to the pJiblic school and was expelled 
a few hours after he was admitted. He beat up several 
children in the class, threw a ro c:k at the teacb!l r, and 
told another teacher to go to Hell. 
IV. EXP.B;RIE NCE IN OWN HOME 
In October 1950 Paul was returned to t :t:e hone of his 
mother along with his brother Peter. 
V. DELDTQUENT ACTS 
Conditions did no't improve for either boy at home and 
finally in January 1952 both Paul and Peter were senli to 
the Rhode Island Training School for Boys for rifling 
cars, shoplifting, roaming the streets late at night, 
and attempted automobile theft. 
Paul's pattern of delinquency can be traced almost 
directly to the reje•ction he experienced from his mother 
and father. Noli only did he experience rejection bu't he 
was laden with guilt feelings, imposed by his mother who 
blamed him for the father 1 s alcoholism and being in jail, 
and also for his brother Peter's epileptic fits: The 
mcrther identified with his brother, Peter, and treated 
him more warmly and maternally than Paul. 
- -~- -·-~·--··-··--___ ___,.,.. __ . __ _ 
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With Paul's rejection by his paren~s there was li~tle 
developmen~ of the super ego. He had to act out his del-
inquent impulses for there was no compensating love and 
affection by a mo~her or father figure to make him give 
them up. 
Paul needed intense psychiatric treatmEn~, in the 
opinion of ~he writer. \Vhere he would receive this treat-
men~ posed a problem that was not successfully solved. 
He was sent home to his parents wl::ere the same cmditions 
prevailed that had prevailed at the time of his commitment. 
A rejecting mo~her and an alcoholic fa.tl':e r almost 
guaranteed the inevitability of Paul's ac~ing out his 
delinquent and. antisocial impulses. 
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Case 8 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
Edward is an eleven ~ar o~d boy, small, slight and blond, 
with an average intelligence rating. He is Catholic and 
was committed to the care of the State in July 1952. 
This is a family of seven children, including Edward. 
The oldest chiJd, Raymond, a boy of fifteen years of age, 
was co~~itted to an institution. There is no record of 
the fami1y history of either the mother or father. 
The father did not appear to have much affection far Edward 
or the other children. In the home he was cold and 
authoritative, showing no warmth or affection for the 
children. He had always berated Edward for his past 
mistakes and frequently reminded Edward of them. He ad-
mitted he was out of patience with Edward and felt that 
his placement was the only solution to his behavior problem •. 
The mother also seemed to lack affection for all of her 
children. She maintained that she treated them all the 
same but had been quite rejecting of Edward. She felt that 
he was menta~ly retarded despite tests administered by the 
child guidance clinic which revealed him to be of average 
inte~ligence. Often she expressed despair of being able 
to do anything ccnstructive about him. She punished him 
severely and often without avail. Edward's behavior 
increased her anxietiy and tension. 
During the three of four years prior to coramitment, Edward 
had been a sever~ behavior problem. Among his delinquent; 
acts had been firesetting, stealing and truanting. 
Edward's developmental history seemed normal. His birt.tl 
was a breech deJ.ivery without forceps. Iti was a full-term 
pregnancy. His formula was canned milk to which he re-
acted favorably. There was no difficulty in feeding or 
bowel movements. He was considered a good baby who C11d not 
cry much and slept a great deal of the time. Ati four 
months he cut his first tootih and had five teeth at the 
end of the first year. He was weaned at one year and six 
months; he walked at the end of his first year; he began 
to talk at eighteen months and was toilet trained at the 
end of thirty months. He had no serious childhood illness-
es. 
At the age of five the mother said that Edward began to 
show "bad" behavior but she felt this was because he was 
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growing up. He had not been able to get along with the 
o"Gher children in the neighborhood and continually fought 
with tmm. Frequently he threatened to run away from home 
and began to steal small artiCles from the home. 
When he was six years old, neighbors would not allow their 
children to play with him. At this time he began to set 
fires in his home and in the adjoining woods. He was 
continuously in trouble in the neighborhood and was blamed 
for causing ccnside rable damage. 
In school Edward also had difficulties. He did not like 
his teacher and the other children in his class and was 
frequently truant from school. His work was poor but he 
was promoted each -year. It was requested that he be 
transferred to parochial school and this was done. He 
attended parochial school for one year, but because of his 
behavior, very poor marks, truancy, stealing, and destruction 
of church property, it was requested that he be withdravm 
and returned to public school. 
In November 1951 Edward was administered a Rorshach by the 
child guidance clinic. The findings in this test pointed 
out an impaired ego, absence of normal identification and 
severe feelings of rejection. 
In Jlll uary 195:::! he appeared in Juvenile Court for setting 
fires and stealing in tm conmunity. At this maring he 
was detained at the Rhode Island Training School for Boys 
for four weeks pending carrying through plans to bave him 
admitted to th~ Bradley Home. At this hearing a po..Lice 
sargeant called him as a boy 'Wi-&hout fear. On one occasion 
he c~imbed up high on 3300 volt tension wires and came 
down unhurt after scaring the police. Another time, while 
in school, he disappeared and was found in the sewer pipes 
that wer•e being laid in back of' the school seventy-f'ive 
f'eet underground. 
II. EXPERI:B.'N CE AT THE CENTER 
In February 1952 Edward was admitted to the Children's 
Center on a temporary commitment after being at the Train-
ing School for a short time. Bradley Home ref'used to take 
him and the Court felt that his problems ware because of 
his rejection at home and consequently released him from 
the Training School. He remaire d at the Center until 
April 1952 when he was returned ho.me and placed with his 
parents. Except for running away frequently to his ho~e, 
he adjusted fairly well at the Center. Placement at home 
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was no11 successful since he manifested his delinquent 
behavior at home and therefore was returned to the Center 
in July 1952 when he was committed to Child Welfare 
services until furtl:'B r order of the Court. 
Edward conti nm d to be a severe behavior problem at the 
Center, a~tempting to set fire to a building. Since he was 
endangering the o~her children, the Court detained him at 
the Rhode Island Training School for Boys. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN OJ'lN HOME 
Edward's adjustment at the Rhode Island Training School for 
Boys was superficially good and he remained there until 
November 1952 when he was sen~ home to his parents under 
supervision of Child Welfare Services. The plan at that 
time had been for baward to come to the Center frequently 
for psychiatric consultation while casework was carried on 
with him and his parents in the home. 
IV. DELINQ.UENT ACTS 
However, ~ward appeared again in Juvenile Court in January 
1953 after he and another boy had entered several stores 
and stolen articles from them. At this hearing he was 
returre d to the Rhode Island Training School for Boys. 
Edward was rejected by both parents and was not able 
to identify normally with either of them. The mother 
punished him severely and probably vented her frustration 
upon him. She believed him to be mentally retarded even 
though tests indicated otherwise. 
Here again iB the situation of a boy needing intensive 
psychiatric treatment and not being able to secure it 
because af lack of facilities. Certainly the Training 
School does not offer it. Child Welfare Services had only 
limited psychiatric facilities and Bradley Home limits 
its intake to children that fall into certain, well-defined 
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categories. 
Thus, Edward was shuttled about from home to Training 
School, to Children's Center and back home again. All 
this time he could not identify with his parents or any 
adult and impulsively and compulsively acted out his 
conflicts in delinquent behavior. He was returned to his 
home because there was no other place for him. Even 
though his mother rejected him, he was drawn to her in 
their ambivalent relationship. 
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Case 9 
I. EARLY Hotffi LIFE 
George is a fourteen -year old boy 1 blond, of medium stature 
and well-developed, functioning at a borderline level or 
intelligence. He is Catholic and was committed to the 
care of the State in li'ebruary 1952 on a cmrge of neglect. 
He was the second oldest of five children. 
The father is partially deaf and works in a factory. He 
puts in long hours at his work and d~ s not feel any 
interest or responsibility for the children. He felt that 
his working long hours was sufficient to meet hiB family 
responsibilities and sh~;ed no warmth or affection for the 
children. On frequent occasions he drank be a vily. In 1948 
he womed on Guam and was away from home for a ~ar. This 
was the time that Gear ge began to have trouble in the 
cormnunity. 
The mother also did not demonstrate any affection for the 
children. She blamed Gear ge for his poor adjustment and 
bad no insight into his problems. She also blamed father 
for drinking habits and not giving enough money in'to tbe 
hom9. 
There is no record a~ the early family history of the 
motte r or father. 
While in the community, George would remain away from home 
for several days at a time, steal fran stores or younger 
children, am fight with smaller children. Also he had 
been truanting from school. 
While father was in Guam living conditions in the home 
were very poor. The home itself was filthy and the 
children were inadequately dressed. 
II. EXPERIENCE AT TRAINnJG SCHOOL 
On June J., 1948 Gear ge was foum "wayward" by the Juvenile 
Court and detained at the Rhode Island Training School for 
Boys until furtl'e r order of the Court. 
On June ::U, 1948 George was released fran the Training 
School as hiB father had returned from Guam and both 
parents agreed that the supervision would be mare adequate. 
In Aug 'I.E t 1948 George was returned to the Training Sohool 
for stealing a bicycle and a sum of money. He vms released 
in December ~948 and for a time adjusted fairly well at 
home, at school, and in the community. 
In October 1949 he was returned to tre Training School for 
stealing and remained tm re until September 1950. At the 
Training School, he seemed to make a reasonably good adjust-
ment. 
In June 1952, while at home, George was again involved in 
stealing. At a Court ~aring he was committed to the care 
of Child Welfare Services as it was felt that the parents 
were too rejecting and inadequate to help him. 
III. EXPERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
rreorge was given a Rorshach test at the Center and its 
responses indicated a rather restricted, limited boy who 
was quite disturbed. There were indications of extreme 
hostility and aggressive impulses over which he had no 
control. He appeared to have hostile feelings toward his 
father and mother. He was striving to control his 
impulses in an intellectual fashion but this was not 
satisfactory and he had to act out these impulses in an 
antisocial manner. 
From the time of his placement at the Center. George's 
adjustment was poor and he cmtinually ran away. HO'\.'lever, 
when he ran away 1 he wruld usually not go to his own home, 
but would wander about the city for several days at a 
time, visiting friends he knew before coming to the Center. 
He was seen several times by the staff psychiatrist who 
felt that his problems were caused by parental rejection. 
At the Center school George threw books, erased other 
children's work from the blackboard, fought witn other 
children, stole from coat pockets, and on one occasion, 
he actually fought with the teac:ter. He did not participate 
in sports or otber group activities. He did not make 
friends easily and was described by his cottage parents as 
having a sadistic streak in being cruel to animals and 
children smaller and less aggressive than himself. 
IV. EXPERIENCE IN O'NN HOHE 
Because of his poor adj"LlBtment at the Center, George was 
referred to Court in October 195ld, but the Court returned 
him to the Center for continued treatment. His poor adjust-
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ment con'tinued, and he was therefore referred back to tha 
Court in November. A't the !•econn:nendation of Child Welfare 
Services he was returned home to his parents with the 
un:lerstanaing that he wcu ld retum regula. rly to 'the Cen'ter 
for his treatmen't wi'th the psychia'trist. This arrangement 
worked fairly well for several. weeks 1 but shortly before 
Christmas George ran away from home and was not seen for two 
weeks until his father picked him up at a housing project 
area. He could give no explanation as 'to why he had run away 
f'l~om home arrl since i't was ap);S.rent that he was severely 
disturbed and in read of' close supervision, he was referred 
to Court, which ordered him detained at the Rhode Islarrl 
Training School for Boys for further study. 
It seems to 'the writer that George had a reed to seek 
punishment for his acts. He frequent~y asked for visits 
horne and when tl::e se were permitted, he would go horre for a 
few hotr s and then disappear for long :f13 riods of time. On 
several of tl::ese visits, he dian 1 't even make an appearance 
at home. 
Again 'there is 'the pattern of rejection by both parents 
and the lack of identif'icat ion wi'th eitl:'B r parent. His 
sadism toward smaller children and animals can be interpreted 
as a defense mechanism. There is little development of a 
normal superego as evidenced by his compulsion to act out 
his unresolved oo nflic 'ts. 
He demonstrated great ambivalence toward his mother 
a:s shown by his need to return home to her and then having 
to leave home after a few hours there. 
George is obviously in need of in'tense psycho'therapy 
and was detained at the Rhode Island Training School for 
Boys pending further study. 
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Case ~0 
I. .h:ARLY HOME LJF E 
Nick is gn eleven year old boy, small, heavy-set, dark-
haired and dark skin, functioning at a dull normal level 
of intelligeme. He :1s Catholic, of Italian extraction, 
and was committed to the care of the State in December 1951 
of a charge of dependency. 
The father was born in Italy. Nothing is known of his early 
history. The narriage with mother took place in l9i:!6 and 
ended in divorce in 1948. Father was allegedly remarried and 
had one child by this marriage. He assumes no responsibility 
for the care of his children, but does maintain some contact 
with them. He has history of alcoholism and unstable work 
history. 
Mother is an obese woman, who completed a gramnar school 
education only, since she had to take care of her own 
mo1iber who was ill many years with hi£#1 blooo pressure. 
She has a long history as a mill worker and assumed 
support of the family since her divorce from father in 
1948. Even before the divorce, she had to take on much 
of the responsibility for the support of the family. Sbe 
had cmsiderable difficulty in her marital relationships 
and as a result ber marriage was never a happy one. Tmre 
was some question of promiscuity on her part and sone doubt 
as to the paternity of her last child. 
NicK was the seventh of ten siblings, ohly six of whom were 
in the home at tlle time of commitment • One brotba r was in 
Exeter School and the ot:te r older siblings were nJarried. 
'l'he entire sibling group at home seene d to h:l. ve a condemning 
attitude toward Nick since they were abusive to him and 
attempted to exert much authority over hlin which resulted 
in his becoming defiant and resenliful of them. He also 
showed hostile behavior toward the younger siblings. 
The mother expressed a great deal of ambivalence toward 
NicK and physically abused him on many occasions. It 
seemed that whenever the mot m r suffered a financial or 
emotional crisis, she displaced her hostility upon Nick. 
Although he seemed to provoke hostility fran her by his 
impish and destructive behavior, he wanted to remain with 
her am could nat accept separation from her. Eis relation-
ship ;nth father was not close since their contacts with 
each other were rare. 
In the past Nick had several automobile accidents requiring 
hospitalization. Metre r stated that his going to tre 
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hospital on tm se occasions did not seem traumatic or 
fearful to him. 
II. EXPERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
After his commitmem:; in December several attempts were made· 
to help him accept placement at the Center 1 but he never 
was able to remain for more than a day without running 
home to mot l:er. 
He was administered a Rorshach which pointed out the follow-
ing: "A very constricted chronic anxiety and as a result 
his emotional spontaneity is severely inhibited and there 
is evidence of impoverishment of creativity and a marked 
reduction of intellectual energy to drive for achievement. 
Contact with reality appears to be normal. tt 
Nick was subject to extreme temper tantrums 1 severe sadism 
tm;ard younger siblings 1 and much destruction of household 
furnishings. 
III. EXPERIENCE DJ OWN HOlAE: AND DELINQUENT ACTS 
From the tin:e of his commitment Nick refused to stay at 
the Center and refused to attend school. His behavior was 
characterized by steali~ money, breaking articles of 
furniture in the home, and acting in a generally disturbed 
~anner. He had not attended school since April 1951. Nick 
would visit the Center but would not attend school there 
or in his O\"'l neighborhood. His mother's feelings toward 
him were hostile and rejecting because of his behavior. 
However 1 he was closely attached to her and could not bear 
to be separated from her. Mother tried to placate him by 
giving him money, but this was of no avail. She had no 
control over him and her rejection of him was characterized 
by her loss of temper and a feeling that she would injure 
him. He seemed frightened and insecure. He stuttered 
slightly and blinked his eyes constantly. 
Because he refused to stay at the Center or remain in 
school in his own neighborhood, Nick appeared in Court in 
September 1952. At this hearing he was connnitted to the 
Rhode Islam Training School for Bo-ys until further order 
of the Court • 
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Nick demonstrates his ambivalence toward mother and 
does not seem close to fatmr. Although he is not able 
to be separated from her, while in her presence he seems 
to provoke a great deal. of hostility from her ty name 
calling dire ctl.y to lB r 1 destruction of household furnish-
ings and a general defiance of her authority. Thus, the 
parent-child reJ.ationship characterizes extreme hostility 
and ambivalence on the part of both. This in turn has 
made Nick insecure in his mother Is love for him. 
Besides receiving rejection from bo~h parents and 
siblingp 1 Nick is the unfortunate object of mother Is 
hostility when she experiences a financial or emo~ional. 
crisis. Being an object of' such hostil.ity from his 
mother undoubtedly caused Nick to have guilt feelings. 
He must ha. ve been blamed far all the bad luck and mis-
fortuna in the family. 
Ni~ was an unhappy, anxious and disturbed boy, who 
could not accept separation from a mother who was extreme-
ly ambivalent and often hostile toward him. He had to act 
out his inner confli eta by extreme templr tantrums, 
breaking of household furnishings, and sadism toward his 
younger siblings. That Nick is in need of intense 
psychotherapy can not be questioned. 
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Case 11 
I. EARLY HOME LIFE 
James is a slight, well-built, sandy-haired you'th, 
eigh'teen years of a~, functioning at a low J.e ve~ of 
intelligence. He is Catholic and was committed 'to the 
care of the Sta'te in May 1944 on a charge of neglect. 
Little is known of the parents' early life. They were 
married in ~930. At that time thtj father was 48 years 
old and the mother was 16. The parents were known 'tO 
social agencies since the beginning of the marriage and 
as early as 19~4 came to the attention of a children's 
protec'tive agency because of' a possible neglect of the 
children. Mother was always in poor health, refused to 
follow 'through on medical recommendations relating to a 
possible tuberculosis condition and suffered from a 
cardiac cmditicn. Father drank excessively, worked 
irregularly, and from 'tbe time of his marriage to mother 
had been supported by public funds. 
There were seven children, including James, resulting from 
the marriage. Until the time of the children's removal 
from the hone in March 1944, the fanily lived in squalid 
conditions. Mother's health ccntinued to be poor. The 
school age children were chronic truants fran school and 
when presen't they presented to the school a problem in 
discipline and hygiene. Physical neglect and complete lack 
of training of the children were outstanding. Throughout 
this period father was very verbal about his right to plan 
in his own way for the family and defied the community to 
"interfere" in his affairs. It was not until the 
hospitalization of the mother that 'the children were removed 
from the horoo. Mo'tre r died in December 1945, five months 
after the separation. 
All the children were ple. ced except the oldest who remained 
with fatm r until his marriage. 
II. EXFERIENCE AT THE CENTER 
At the time of commitnent James was placed with his brother, 
Daniel, in a cottage at the Children's Center. He manifest- il 
ed no depression over separation fr<m his family, bu't !J 
rather appeared to be an active, comfortable child who 
mixed well with the other boys in th:l cottage and in 
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general seemed to deny any pain in relation to his 
situation. At the time of the death of his moliher, he 
again expressed an attitude of denial of any feeling 
about it. 
At the Center James' general ad jt."stnent was good for about 
a year am upon the return from s'Ul111:lSr camp in 1945 James 
became very aggressive and uncooperative. In Early 1946 
he ran away several times, usually to maternal grandmother's 
home. He was completely unmanageable, showed no positive 
responses to attempts of institution or casework staff to 
help him. Father continmd in his negative, antagonistic 
attitude and attempts to involve him 1n a positive way in 
working out plans fer James were to no avail. 
III. EXPERIENCE AT THE TRAmiNG SCHOOL 
James was involved in several incidents of fire-setting 
and stealing. In December 1946 he was transferred from 
the Children's Center to the Rhode Island Training School 
for Boys through cotr t order, as a result of his having 
hurled a steel bookend at one of the male staff members. 
He remained at tb:l Training School for nine months and 
made an excellent adjustment in that confined setting. 
While there he was converted to the Catholic faith. This 
was a result of an expressed wish of James and was followed 
through with the consent of his father. 
rv. EXPERIENCE IN FOSTER HO!f.E 
In September 1947 he was placed in a foster home where he 
remained for fifteen months and with a great deal of 
casework help made an unusually good adjustment. However, 
James again began to present problems - stealine (mostly 
bicycles), truanting, and running away to the father's 
hone. Several. subsequent attempts at boo.rding home place-
ments failed because of his inabllity to conform and to 
handle his aggressive impulses. 
V. DELINQUENT ACTS 
In September 1949 he broke into a snall store and s.tole 
candy and cigarettes. In Novanber ~949, in the cornpany 
of severaJ. otl:er boys, he broke into a priuate home and 
stole silverware and liooLs. Shortly after this, he was 
again sent to the Rhcx:le Islan:l Training School for Boys 
where he remained for over two years until his dis charge 
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in AprU 195~. For several montm prior to dis charge, he 
was employed at an upholstery shop while living in a 
foster honE under agency supervision. 
In the latter part of April 1952 James was involved in 
breaking and entering. Later in the same month he and two 
other boys were involved in the robbing of a 79 year old 
man whom one of the boys beat severely. Jatms appeared in 
Court and the case was continued. Meanwhile in May he 
enlisted in 'tlle Marine Corps. 
However, after a short time in the Marines he was dis cl:B.rged 
on a social personality disorder. Following his return 
he went to live with his .father. Shortly after this, he was 
involved in a car-stealing epis<Xie and returned to the 
Rhode Island Training School. for Boys with 'the recommendation , 
that he be transferred to the Men's Reformatory. 
James' early childhood experiences took place in an 
aura of squalor 1 rejection and deprivation. His mother 
v.;as inadequate 1 ph:Tsically ill and unable to give him 'tm 
love and security he needed. The father was weak and 
alcoholic, showing no real affection for any of the 
children. A few mon'ths after commitment the mo'ther died. 
James was unable to ident i :tY with ei tre r father or mo'the r 1 
and consequently was unable to identify with any adult 
figure. He had to act out his inner urges an:l conflicts 
and the compulsion to do so increased as time wen't on. 
The only time he was able to control tl':e se impulses was in 
the confined rigia setti~ of a training school.. 
James demonstrated ambivalence toward his father. When-
ever he was free of 'the training school he would return home 
only to repeat his pattern of delinquency so tr.a t he would 
be returned to Court and subseque n'tly 'tO 'training school. 
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It was almos~ as if he were seeking puniahmen~ in his 
impulsive and an~isocial acts. 
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Case 12 
I. EARLY HOME LIF:&: 
Robert is a fourteen ~ar old boy of medium build, good-
looking with fine features with average intelligence. 
He is Catholic and was committed to tbe care of tre State 
in December 1950 on a charge of dependency. 
Robert has two half-sisters, age twe~ve and eleven. He was 
born illegitimately fifteen months before mother's marriage 
to father • 
.r!other is a dull, apa the'ti a-appearing woman who seen13 d 
completely dominated by the father. This was reflected in 
the ccnfusion and contradictions noted in her statements 
regarding Robert. At one time she stated that Robert was 
a behavior problem in need of correct! ve treatment. At 
another time she stated that he was an intelligent, well-
behaved boy with whom the f.atber was too strict. She was 
ambivalent in her feelings toward Robert but basi a:~.lly ,, 
rejected him. Al'ter she gave birth to Robert illegi tirra tely " 
she felt fbrtunate in having a husband and was fearful that 
any demonstrated love for Robert would cause the father 
to lose whatever feelings he bad for her. 
The father was a gruff man, a strict disciplinarian who 
felt that Robert was "bad 11 and in need of severe corporal 
punisrunent to correct his delinquent activities. He 
continually chided mother about Robert and reminded her 
that she was lucky to acquire a husband after she had an 
illegi ti111ate child. 
Previous to cozmnitmtnt, Robert was running away from hOP-le, 
staying out late evonings and ccmplaining to neighbors 
about the abusive treatment he received at home, especially 
from the father. Frequently, he would not go home at all, 
sleep in cars and obtain food from neighbors. He was able 
to arouse the s-ympathy of several neighbors with his 
stories of the abusive treatment at the hands of the father. 
This abuse cons :is ted of not being allowed to watch tm 
television set and having to remain seated in the living 
room, and not being al~owed to go out and play. 
31nce Robert cruld. not remain in his home and his behavior 
did not seem serious enough to warrant connnitnent to train-
ing school, Robert was committed to Child Welfare Services 
with recommendation for frequent psyChiatric consultations. 
II. EXFERIENCE AT W:E CmTER 
Robert was placed at the Children 1 s Center upon commitment 
and he rmde a good initial adjustment in that setting. He 
responded well to group living and continually sou~'ti 
approval by adults. He remained somewhat aloof fraa the 
other children and seemed to feel superior to them. 
During Robert 1 s stay at the Center, close casework was given 
to the family around wba'ti was considered the basic problem 
of his mother's rejection of him. She continually complained i 
about his bern vior and attitude toward tm family and felt 
tr..at he was not grateful to the father who hid given him a 
home. 
Robert made a favorable adjustment at the Center for 
several months, bu'ti then he began to run away and return 
to his home. Since it was felt that with continued 
supervision and casework by the agency, Robert cru ld make 
a favorable adjustment at home, he was placed there in 
March 1951. However, this plan failed and he began to run 
away and truant from school. He was returned to the Center 
in May 1951. The pattern of running away and returning to 
the Center con'tiinued for the next year with Robert running 
home on the average of once every two weeks. During these 
runaway epi sodas, he usually became involved in minor 
delinquEil. cies, such as the stealing of food. 
Robert was treated at the Mental Hygiene Unit of the Center 
all during his stay there. He was found to be a severely 
disturbed boy with a questionable prognosis. 
III. EXPERIENCE IN 0\'ffl HOME 
After a series of runaway episodes, Robert was permitted 
to remain in the family hone in March 1952. As usual, 
his initial behavior was good, but he soon reverted to 
his former pattern of behavior and began staying away from 
home for several days. 
IV. DELINQUENT ACTS 
In January 1953 Robert appeared in Juvenile Court aft~r being :) 
involved in numerous delinquencies over a period of six :! 
months, and was detained at the Rhode Island Training 
School for Boys un-til further order. 
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This appears to be a problem in rejection - rejection 
of Robert by both the mother and step-father. 'l'ha step-
father is a strict disciplinarian who resents Robart and 
bas no insight into the fact that his rejection of the 
boy is a principal cause of his antisocial behavior. 
Robert projects all his resan~ntn and frustration upon 
the step-father in t~n. 
The mother also rejects Robert. She bas guilt feel-
ings about his illegitimate birth and feels that he is a 
threat to her hold upon the father. She feels that Robert 
should be grateful to father for bringing him up and 
giving him a home, while she herself is so insecure in 
her relationship with father that she feels Robart could 
be a precipitating factor in her losing whatever the 
father feels for her. 
Robert cannot accept the reality of not being accepted 
by mot h9 r at home. He compulsively returns to the home 
again and again, and finally is permitted to ranain there 
only to find that he is still facing rejection - after 
whiCh almost inevitably follows the pattern of acting out 
his conflicts in delinquent behavior. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CASES AS APPLIED TO RESEARCH CRITERIA 
Al~hough ~he twelve cases presen~ed by the writer have 
little quantatative significance, i~ is interesting to apply 
these cases to Deu~sch 1 s profile of a juvenile delinquent 
and to the Gluecks' prediction scales, although the latter 
will have to be more limited for reasons the writer will 
subsequently explain. 
TABLE I 
DEUTSCH'S PROFILE OF A JUVENILE DELINQUENT 
Deutsch's Elements Number of Cases 
1. Large family, crowded quarters, 
congested neighborhood, low-
income bracket 11 
2. Underaverage intelligence 8 
3. Physical impairments 1 
4. Homes broken by divorce, 
separation, death disease or 
institutionalization of parent 5 
or parents 
5. Delinquent career began just 
before ten -years of age ? 
6. Backward in school, and truant 
often ll 
7. Suffering from emotional 
disturbance 12 
a. Other members of the family 
having delinquent records 4 
In order to see how each case is applied individually 
to the Deutsch profile of juvenile delinquency, see Table 
II on the following page. 
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TABLE II 
DEUTSCH'S PROFILE OF A JUVEN IIE DELINQUENT 
CASE NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
* 
~. X X ? X X 
2. X X , X . 
3. X X ? X X X 
4. X X X ? X X X 
5. X X ? X X 
6. X X X 'l X X X 
7. X X 9 X X X . 
a. X ? X X 
9. X X 9 X X . 
10. X X X ? X X 
J.l. X X X , X X . 
12. ? X X 
* 1. Large family, crowded quarters, congested neighborhood, 
low-income 
2. Underaverage inte11igenc 
3. Physical impair.men~s 
4. Homes broken by divorce, separation, death, disease or 
institu~iona~ization of parent or parents 
5. De~inquent career began just before ten years of age 
6. Backward in school and truant often 
7. Suffering from emotiona~ disturbance 
8. Other members of the family having delinquent records 
Tables I and II reveal that three of ~he elemen~s of 
Deutsch's profile of a delinquent are represented in most 
or all of the cases. Eleven of the twelve cases fall into 
the iarge family, low-income, crowded quarters bracket; 
twelve cases out of twelve reveal emotianai disturbances; 
and eleven out of twelve show backWardness in school and 
frequent truancy. 
Only one case shows a physical impairment. This is 
case number six- Peter, who suffered from epileptic fits. 
Some of the o~her cases may have had physical impairments 
to a minor degree. but they were not revealed in the 
records, so the wri~er had to conclude that they were not 
present. 
The writer could not ob~ain accurate data for the 
fifth element of the profile since the records, as a 
whole, did no~ reveal the exact age when the delinquent 
career began. Many of the boys depic~ed in the cases were 
not adjudged delinquent until they were thirteen or 
fourteen years of age, although their delinquent behavior 
manifested itself many years previous to their being ~ent 
~o ~he training school. However, the records were not 
precise enough for the writer to arrive at any conclusions 
concerning this item. 
The writer will now turn to a discussion of the Gluecks' 
predic~ion tables and a limited application of the cases 
to these scales. 
:' 
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The G~uecks constructed their ~ediction tables for 
children at the point of school entrance when they would 
be approxinB tely six years. The tables were based on the 
causative factors of delinquency discovered by the Gluecks 
and enumerated in Chapter III. 
In reviewing the findings of their research, the 
Gluecks decided not to use as a basis for predictive tools 
the factors of differentiation emerging from the somatic 
data (physique and health) or from the psychological tests. 
They omitted the physique factor because anthro-
pologists have not yet determined whether this remains 
constant, and if it does, whether it is as yet reliably 
distinguishable at the age of six or seven when children 
normally enter school. In regard to health, they frulXl 
no great difference between the delinquents and non-
delinquents. 
The psychological tests were omitted from the 
prediction tables chiefly because the Stanford-Binet and 
Wechaler-Bellevue tests could noti be used for children 
under tien years of age. 
Thus, the Gluecks constructed predictive tables from 
their other data - the social backgroml.d of the boys, the 
Rorschach Test, and the psychiatric findings. 
Since the records employed by the writer, in most 
instances, did not contain detailed psychiatric data or 
II 
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Rorschach ~es~s, 1~ is impossible ~o apply any findings 
to ~he predictive tables employing this data. 
However, ~he writer will endeavor ~o relate ~he cases 
to ~he Gluecks' prediction table constructed from ~he 
social background of ~he boys. In some cases ~he five 
fac~ors of ~his predic~ion ~able are not precisely ex-
pressed in ~he records, but since ~he pattern of rejec~ion 
is so strong in one or both parents, ~base fac~ors can 
almost be logically inferred. 
The application of the cases ~o the GJ.uecks' 
prediction ~able constructed from the social backgrourrl 
o1' ~he boys is shown in Tabl.e III on ~be follov1ing page. 
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TABLE III 
THE GLUECKS' PREDICTION TABLE 
(CONSTRUCTED FROM SOCIAL BACKGROUND) 
SOCIAL FACTORS NUMBER OF CASES 
1. Discipline of boy by fa~her 
Overstric~ or erratic 
Lax 
Firm buti kindly 
2. Supervision of boy by mother 
Unauiliable 
Fair 
Suitable 
3. Affection of father for boy 
Indifferent or hostile 
Wa~ (including overproliective) 
4. Affect1on of mother for boy 
Indiffe:ren't or hostile 
'Nann (including overprotective) 
5. Cohesiveness of family 
Unintegrated 
Some elements of cohesion 
Cohesive 
5 
4 
2 
5 
5 
1 
8 
3 
3 
4 
5 
In the first four factors of Table III it is to be 
noted that a11 twelve cases are not represented because 
of the death or institutionalization of one of the 
parents. 
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The writer realizes that not too muc.n significance 
can be attached to the relating of the cases to the 
prediction table constructed from social backgrounds as 
shown in Table III, since the other two tables constructed 
from the psychiatr1 c findings and t:te Rorschach Tests had 
to be omitted because of the lack of data in the records 
that the writer employed. However, the writer does feel 
that the Table indicates the general lack of positive 
e~aments in the child-parent re~ationships. 
The writer appljsd this criteria as follows: For 
example, in Case 1 - Tony - the discipline of the father 
v;as to be seen as lax, the supervision of mother seemed 
fair, the affection of the father and mother for Tony 
appeared indifferent, and the family had some elements 
of cohesion broken by the father's serving time in prison. 
In Case 2 - Alvin - the discipline of father seemed 
to be erratic. The supervision and affection of mother 
for Alvin was completel.y negative as she had to be confined 
to tm State Hospital for Mental Diseases in 1945. It 
would appear that father was overprotective of Alvin 
after mother 1 s confinement, and there were sane elements 
of family cohesion despite mother's confinement. 
., 
In Case 12 - Robert - Father 1 s discipline of Robert 'I 
appeared to be overstrict and his affection for Robert was 
indifferent. The mother's supervision of Robert was 
unsuitable as evidenced by her basic rejection of him and 
.. -- '''-'-'' -=--=-"-'-"-==-"~=-'='-=-'-'==-='-=-=--=--=-=-~-=--~--"-,--=-=--='--·=--=--=·__c--=--~--~-=- --------------- - --- -~---
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her affection for him seemed hostile. She evidenced 
nmch ambivaleme toward him, motivated partly by fear 
of losing father. It would seem lim t the home had 
some elements of cohesion despite Robert's running away. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the writer's purpose to study the social and 
psychologica~ factors in the lives of twelve boys, who 
had origina~ly been commit ted to the care of the State 
on a charge of neglect or dependency, in order to gain 
some insight into the causes of their subsequent de-
~inquency. In accomplishing this study the writer 
arbitrarily chose a11 the boys, under the custody of 
Child Welfare Services, who had been committed to the 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys during the year 
1952 while they were in their own family home. These 
cases, in which the boys were returned to their own homes, 
numbered twelve out of a total of thirty-two sent to the 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys in 1952 while under 
the custody of Child Welfare Services. 
The writer studied the records in order to learn 
some thins of the boys' early history before commitment to 
Child Welfare Services, their adjustment at the Center 
or in a foster home, and the precipitating factors in 
their o\m home that led to their being detained at the 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys. 
Prior to the s'tudy of the records, the writer had 
read a~thoritative literature in the field of j1wenile 
delinquency, with particular attention to the causes, 
~="--'===,--====---- - --- T==='--
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prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency, in 
order to gain a more meaningful perspective of the cases. 
In as many instances as possible, the writer discussed 
the cases with the worker or workers who had knowledge of 
the case. 
Since there were only twelve cases employed, the 
writer did not see any value in grouping the cases under 
any particular heading, such as age, religion, education, 
length of time at the Center, etc. The writer felt that 
such grouping would have little significance, statistically 
or qualitatively. 
The cases as applied to the Deutsch profile of a 
juvenile delinquent revealed them to fall heavily upon 
four elements of the profile; i.e., large family, crowded 
quarters, congested neighborhood, low income, underaverage 
intelligence, backward 1n school and truant often, and 
suffering from emotional disturbances. However, it must 
be kept in mind that the intelligence of the boys studied 
by the writer was arrived at by tests, and these tests 
may not be too reliab1e because of the emotional factors 
in the personality o:t' these boys. 
Only one case revealed a Knovnt physical defect 
(epilepsy) and accurate data as the age that the delinquent 
careers began could not be clearly deterndned in studying 
the records. 
,· 
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The cases as applied to the G~uecks' prediction table, 
constructed from the social backgrounds, showed that most 
of the boys were rejected by one or both parents. Data 
from psychiatric findings and Rorschach Tests were not 
obtainable from the records because they did not contain 
this kind of information. 
With regard to casework the writer cannot make any 
attempt to evaluate its quality as revealed in the cases. 
Such an evaluation would be extremely difficult because of 
the ~imitations in recording and the fact that many 
workers and students were involved in most of the cases. 
The writer will attempt to answer the general 
questions, listed in Chapter I. 
1). Were the de~inquent careers of tbese boys deep~y 
rooted in their past of parental rejection and deprivation? 
Certainly there can be no doubt that their delinquent 
careers were deeply rooted in their past of parenta~ 
rejection and deprivation. In all the cases studied, the 
element of parental rej action wYas present. Fr01~ the time 
of early childhood, these boys were emotionally disturbed 
and their subsequent delinquent acts seemed to represent 
an acting out of uncontro~~able impulses. As a con-
sequence of their rejection, there was little identi-
fication with either parent and little development of a 
norma~ superego. 
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2). What indications in the personalities of the 
boys could have been utilized toward the possibility of 
preventing delinquency? 
The wri -cer believes that th:e treatment plan for tre se 
boys should utilize the findings of the Gluecks', 
especially in regard to their predict ion tables. While 
the boys were at the Center or in a foster home, their 
behavior symptoms could have been carefully noted, and 
if these symptoms apJS ared to be of a pre-delinquent 
nature, as they usually did, increased psychiatric 
consultation and Rorschach tests could have been administer-
ed. Prediction tables could have been constructed from 
this data along with the predict±on table constructed 
from social backgroUlrl, and consequently, the agency 
would have acme indication of the probability of later 
delinquency. 
The facili-cies for obtaining the necessary data al-
ready exist at the agency and greater selectivity could 
be used to insure the best utilization of the psychiatric 
and psychological uni-cs. 
3). What indications in the home situations of the 
boys could have been utilized toward the possibility of 
preventing delinquency? 
In this area, the Gluecks 1 prediction table construct-
ed from social background, would be of great value in 
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deter.mining the probabili~y of delinquency. For example, 
it would be well within ~he caseworker's area of activi~y 
to ascertain the relationships of the boys with their 
parents. With this infonnat ion a prediction table from 
social backgrrund could be cans~ructed, and this in con-
junction with the prediction tables constructed from 
psychiatric data and Rorshach tests, could be utilized 
to predict the later delinquency of the boys. The value 
of all three tables used together as a predictive 
instrument would be enormous • 
For example, if the prediction tables had been applied 
to the cases used by the writer, it wruld have been 
possible to distinguish those boys who could be helped 
from those it would be more difficult to help. Let us 
suppose that one of the boys bad a high chance of 
potential delinquency as deter.mined by the factors of his 
social background, but a low chance as derived from the 
factors of his basic character structure (Rorshach) or 
his personality make-up (pt!ychiatric), this would 
indicate tm t the chana es of early prevent! ve treatment 
would be excellEI:l t if casework were directed toward 
improving the fMaily interrelation; i.e., working with 
the parents and their atti~udes and feeling toward the 
boy. 
/! 
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However~ if ~he opposite were true; namely, that tbe 
boy's chances of delinquency were low in accordance with 
the social prediction table~ but high in accordance with 
either or both the Rorshach and psychiatric prediction 
tables~ this would indicate a very disturbed boy~ the 
prevention of whose delinquent career might be extremely 
difficult and involve basic reorganization of his 
character structure and temperamental constitution. 
4). Was the adjustmEnt of the boys in the institu~ion 
or foster horne prognostic of a later delinquen~ career? 
In itself~ their adjustment~ although generally poor~ 
could not be considered necessarily prognostic of a later 
delinquent career. However~ the writer believes that if 
prediction tables had been constructed at this time from 
the aforementioned data, these tables would have 
constituted a predictive instrument for use 1n the total 
treatrr.ent plan. 
In conclusion, the writer can do nothing more than 
urge the agency's use of the G~uecks 1 prediction tables 
as an instrument in determining a boy's chance of eventual 
delinquency. It would seem that the agency would not be 
working blindly, would be utilizing psychiatric and 
psychological help more selectively and more meaningfully, 
'! 87 
and equally import ant , it VTOU ld give the 
direction in his ovvn area of activity. 
caseworker 1: 
- H.-Ap~1r(~+-
Ri ch3.rd K. Conant- .; 
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SCHEDULE 
~. Nrune, Age, Religion, I.Q. 
2. Commi~ent, kind and date. 
3. Kind of horte and neighborhood. 
4. Personality of parents. 
5. Re~ationship with siblings. 
6. Length of time in Children's Center or foster home. 
7. Adjustment previous to commitment and admittance to 
Children ' s Center. 
a. Family 
b. Health 
c. Personality behavior 
d. Education 
8. Adjustrment at Children's Center andjor foster home. 
a. Family 
b. Group Behavior 
c. Persona~ity 
d. Health 
e. Education 
f. Recreation 
g. Re~ationship with institutional staff, casework 
staff, foster parents. 
9. Adjustment in O\~ home after ~caving Children's 
Center or foster home. 
a. Family 
b. Health 
c. Education 
d. Relationship with Caseworker 
10. Precipitating factors in being sent to the Rhode Island 
Training School for Boys after being in own home. 
a. Relationship of these factors that caused 
commitment to Child Welfare Services. 
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